
Active Statute Fee

Number Total Early PmtCourt Cost Early Fine Total StandardStandard Fine Max FineDescription

This reference provides approximate fine and cost amounts. Actual fine and cost amounts may vary if the offense involved a collision, occurred in a school
zone, or if the citation was issued by a law enforcement officer.

Hazmat - Inhalation Hazard Not Listed81018 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - No Proper Shipping Name82008 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - No Hazard Class/Division In Papers81009 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - No Certified Shipper'S Signature81015 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - No Emergency Response Papers81005 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - No/Defective Spring Valve84025 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - No Cylinder Test84006 $81.00 $280.00 $361.00 $420.00 $501.00 $500.00
Hazmat - No Shipper's Certification81016 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Storage/Loading83004 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Loose Anchors 178.340-684014 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - No Container Restraints84024 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $200.00
Hazmat - No/Expired Inspection Of Tanks84009 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - No Hazmat Certificate 107.62084017 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
GT-Taxi Fail to Display Rate of Fare55052 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Recycling-Removal of Solid Waste75056 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Interference With Container75055 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling - Container Maintenance75052 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Accumulation/Deposit of Waste75042 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Moved Public Trash Receptacle75054 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Disposing of Commercial Waste75043 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Removing Receptacle75057 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Unregistered Compensation75058 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Dumping Outside Landfill75044 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Exceeded 2030 Disposal Rate75047 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Exceeded 2020 Disposal Rate75046 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Exceeded 2016 Disposal Rate75045 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Failed to Divert 203075050 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Failed to Divert 201675048 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Failed to Divert 202075049 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling - Failed to Submit Report75051 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling - Incomplete Report75053 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Failure to Comply with Emergency Order75059 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
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Hazmat - Improper Handling Of Hazmat84022 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Labeling On Package84004 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Description Of Materials81017 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Illegible Shipping Description81019 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper ID Number On Papers81010 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Shipping Paper Missing Quantity81012 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Shipping Name81008 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Hazard Class Or Not Included82009 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Rq Not Listed On Shipping Papers81014 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Package Marking 172.30084012 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Markings-Bulk Packaging84011 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Display Of ID Number82013 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Hazmat - Prohibited Placard80984 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Fire - Hazmat/Improper Placard64627 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Placard Not Properly Placed82002 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Hazmat - No Placard80987 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Placement Of Placard82005 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Display of Hazard Class
Number

82014 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00

CMV - Hazmat - No Emergency Response Book80988 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Battery Not Secured80008 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - No Haz Mat Shipping Paper80329 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Shipping Paper Not Readily Available81003 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - No Identifying Sign/Placard80985 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Failed To Secure Load83001 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Open/Unsecured Manhole Closure84010 $81.00 $460.00 $541.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Hazmat - Broken/Leaking Containers84023 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Tank Fill & Discharge Openings84015 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Open Manhole/Leaking Valve84016 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Inlet/Outlet Markings84008 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Unauthorized Cargo Tank84018 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Weld & Structural Defect 180.41184013 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $200.00
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Hazmat - Obscured/Illegible Test Marking84021 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Not Licensed For Vehicle Type80310 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - No Tank Endorsement80321 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - No Hazardous Material Endorsement80322 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - No Valid Cdl80323 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - Driver Disqualified80291 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Aiding/Abetting Federal Violation80220 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - No Letter Of Acknowledgement80986 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CDL - Allowing Unlicensed Driver80319 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CDL - Not Licensed80324 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Disqualified Driver -No English80937 $81.00 $82.00 $163.00 $123.00 $204.00 $200.00
CMV - Allowing Unqualified Driver80318 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Frame Bolts 393 201B80936 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - No Medical Certificate80292 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - No Seat Belt - Federal Regulation80328 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Seat Belt03250 $81.00 $136.00 $217.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CDL - Impaired By Sickness Or Fatigue80290 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - Possession Of Drug/Other80302 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CDL - Possession Of Marijuana80305 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CDL - Possession Alcoholic Beverage80304 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CDL - Driving With Alcohol  391.5(A)(2)80306 $81.00 $122.00 $203.00 $183.00 $264.00 $200.00
CDL - Unauthorized Person Transported80320 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Cab Without Proper Exits80396 $81.00 $52.00 $133.00 $78.00 $159.00 $2,000.00
CMV - No Proper Exits On Cab80792 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV -Radar Detector 372 71(A)80014 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - Driver Failed To Use Emergency Equip80289 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Unsafe Loading 392 980971_A $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Unsafe Loading80980 $81.00 $82.00 $163.00 $123.00 $204.00 $200.00
CMV - Cargo Obscuring Drivers Vision (or similar)
in Violation of FMCSA 392.9(a)(3)

80971 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00

CMV - Unsafe Loading 392 980970_A $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Unsecured Equipment (or similar) in
Violation of FMCSA 392.9(a)(2)

80970 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
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CMV - No Operating Authority80317 $81.00 $81.00 $162.00 $121.50 $202.50 $200.00
CMV - Failed To Secure Load  393 10080209 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - No Edge Protection80975 $81.00 $112.00 $193.00 $168.00 $249.00 $200.00
CMV - No Clearance/Id/Marker Lamps80611 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Lamps With Clearance/Visibility80612 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Side Marker Lamps80613 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Towing W/Out Stop Lamp 393 1780701 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - 2 Functioning Tail Lamps 393.1780702 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Hazard Lights 393.1980699 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Cracked Frame 393.201(A)80925 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - No Rear End Protection80845 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Front Bumper Violation80395 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Wheel/Rims80655 $81.00 $104.00 $185.00 $156.00 $237.00 $200.00
CMV - Faulty Suspension80872 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Axle Positioning Part80874 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Damaged Leaf Spring80873 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Torsion Bar Damaged80871 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Axle Rubbing Against Pitman Arm80208 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Improper Steering Wheel Lash80849 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Steering Wheel80309 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Faulty Steering Mechanism80851 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Auxilliary Power Assist Cylinder80850 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - No Headlights 393 2480703 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Exposed Electric Line 393 28 480806 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Unprotected Electric Lines80805 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Side Panels/Fiberglass Damaged80791 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Motor Carrier Safety Regulation80001 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Battery Cover80010 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Detachable Electric Connection80210 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Wiring80804 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Brake Trailer Device80203 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Brakes On Towing Vehicle80211 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
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CMV - Fail To Maintain Brakes80811 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
CMV - Brakes Inoperable80810 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
CMV - No Low Pressure Warning Device80822 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
CMV - Dfective Windshield80658 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Window Decals Or Stickers80659 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Glass Coating Material Unapproved33490 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
CMV - Windshield Required80711 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Window Tint80710 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Bus Emergency Exit 393.62(A)80399 $134.00 $100.00 $234.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Air Pressure Gage80875 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Exposed Fuel Line80555 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Leaking Fuel System80550 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Coupling Devices80704 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective 5Th Wheel Coupler80716 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Tire With Insufficient Tread80911 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Tire Violation80914 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Tire With Insufficient Tread 2/32 Of Inch80912 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Regrooved/Retreaded Tires80913 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Tires80906 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Tire Weight Exceeded80908 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Tires80910 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Windshield Wipers80654 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Defrosting Device80012 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Horn80011 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Speedometer80013 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Exhaust System 393 8380840 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Exhaust System80841 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Exhaust At Rear Of Window/Door80842 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Temporary Exhaust Repairs80843 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Fume Discharge In Unsafe Location80839 $81.00 $124.00 $205.00 $186.00 $267.00 $200.00
CMV - Holes In Floor80844 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Bus W/O Proper Driveshaft Protection80989 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
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CMV - Defective Turn Signal80207 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Inoperable Lamps 393 980615 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Equipment -Seat Belt80340 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Equipment-Fire Extinguisher80206 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Spare Fuses 393 9580604 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - No Reflective Triangles80205 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Excess Of Permitted Hours80325 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Failure To Record Duty Status80326 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - False Log No Log80327 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $200.00
CMV - Failed To Keep Current Status 395.8 F180938 $81.00 $82.00 $163.00 $123.00 $204.00 $200.00
CMV - No Last Vehicle Inspection80197 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Failed To Sign Last Inspection Report80198 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - No Inspection 396 1780199 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Damaged Floor80656 $81.00 $104.00 $185.00 $156.00 $237.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Frame80931 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - General Maintenance 396 380935 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Brake - Parking Brakes80818 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
CMV - Unsafe Condition-396 3 A 180050 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Vehicle Out Of Service80060 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Unrepaired Out Of Service Vehicle80062 $81.00 $120.00 $201.00 $180.00 $261.00 $200.00
CMV - Leaking Oil/Grease80204 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CDL - Smoking When Prohibited80330 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Frame or Chassis80413 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Frame Rail Flange80414 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Improper Welded Frame Repair80416 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Parts Welded To Frame80417 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Hole Drilled In Rail Flange80415 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Defective Liquid Fuel Tank80016 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - No Duplicate Labels 172.406(E85001 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Labeling Not Visable/Marked 172.406F40210 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $120.00 $201.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Release Of Hazardous Material84005 $81.00 $480.00 $561.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
CMV - Broken Cab Components80394 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
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Health - Sanitation Ordinance64210 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Other Criminal Violation00035 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $500.00
Other Traffic Violation00025 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Other Airport Violation73201 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Other Fire Violation64509 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Other Ground Transportation Violation55000 $81.00 $30.00 $111.00 $45.00 $126.00 $200.00
Other Hazmat Violation64679 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Other Health Violation64200 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Other Zoning Violation64285 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Parking - Without Permit41223 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $200.00
Trademark Conterfeiting10731 $81.00 $254.00 $335.00 $381.00 $462.00 $500.00
False Statement To Obtain Property Or Credit63131 $81.00 $178.00 $259.00 $267.00 $348.00 $500.00
Possession Alcohol School Grounds61720 $81.00 $474.00 $555.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Alcohol Within 1000 Feet Of A School61725 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $500.00
Consuming Alcohol Within 1000 Feet Of A SchoolCC61725 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Drinking After Curfew - WeekdayCC60220 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Alcohol Consumption After Curfew - Sunday60210 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Alcohol Consumption After Curfew60220 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Drinking After Curfew - SundayCC60210 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Alcohol - Possession During Prohibited Hours60230 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00
Consum/Poss Alcohol During Prohibit HrsCC60230 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Attempt To Purchase Alcohol By Minor60610 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Attempt To Purchase Alcohol By MinorCC60610 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Alcohol - Minor Consuming60510 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Minor Consuming AlcoholCC60510 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Alcohol - Minor Driving Under Influence60410 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00
Alcohol - Minor Driving Under InfluenceCC60410 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Alcohol - Minor In Possession - 2nd Offense60300 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $500.00
Alcohol - Minor In Possession60310 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Minor In Possession - 2nd OffenseCC60300 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Minor In Possession Of AlcoholCC60310 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Alcohol - Minor Giving False ID63510 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
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Misrepresentation Of Age By Minor60515 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Misrepresentation Of Age By MinorCC60515 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Hazmat - Valves Not Protected84007 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
LP - CC - 8-1-12 Illegal use of PRA71002 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
LP - CC - 8-5-22 - Enter Restricted Area71007 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
LP - CC - 8-5-49 - Swimming Barton Creek71008 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
LP - CC - 8-5-62 Illegal Inboard Motor71000 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
LP - CC - 8-5-63 Illegal Outboard Motor71001 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
LP - CC - 8-5-73 - Lights on Moored Boat71004 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
LP - CC - 8-5-81(a) - PWC on Holiday71006 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
LP - CC - 8-5-81 - Wrong side of Lake71005 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
LP - CC - 8-5-81 - Speeding, Lake Austin71003 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Fail to Comply with Health Rule64221 $81.00 $575.00 $656.00 $862.00 $943.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - No Solid Fence For Disabled Vehicle64325 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Sign Less Than 9 Ft Grade64341 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Special Permit Use64342 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Objects On Public Property64344 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Sign In Scenic Arterial64348 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
WWW -Discharge At Unauthorized Facility73825 $81.00 $476.00 $557.00 $714.00 $795.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Unpaved Parking Area64371 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - No Parking Lot Fence64372 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Non Conforming Junk Area64373 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Health - Unsanitary Matters65013 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Health - Rubbish65010 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - Stagnant Water/Weeds/Grass, Etc.65018 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Health - Rubbish/Waste Material65014 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Inhale Nitrous Oxide60140 $81.00 $124.00 $205.00 $186.00 $267.00 $500.00
Sleeping In Public Place62610 $81.00 $59.00 $140.00 $88.50 $169.50 $500.00
Failure To Pay Admission73110 $81.00 $30.00 $111.00 $45.00 $126.00 $500.00
Emergency Services - Responded Without Call64501 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Unfranchised Medical Transfer Service64505 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Health - Failed To Report To Commissary65046 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
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Health - Non-Prepackaged Food - Mobile Vendor65038 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Food Service Violation65040 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Required Employee Restrooms (10 or
Fewer Employees) (or similar)

65007 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00

Health - Required Employee Restrooms (11 +
Employees) (or similar)

65008 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00

Health - Required Restrooms For Food Court65009 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Public Restrooms65005 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Denied Inspection Entry65017 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Health - Equipment Hold Order Violation65062 $81.00 $966.00 $1,047.00 $1,449.00 $1,530.00 $2,000.00
HEALTH - EQUIPMENT HOLD ORDER
VIOLATION

CC65062 $81.00 $60.00 $141.00 $60.00 $141.00 $2,000.00

Health - Food Under Improper Condition65041 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Health - Food Temperature Violation65093 $81.00 $954.00 $1,035.00 $1,431.00 $1,512.00 $2,000.00
Health - Eating Outside Dining Area65047 $81.00 $560.00 $641.00 $840.00 $921.00 $2,000.00
Health - Hazardous Food Temperature65049 $81.00 $216.00 $297.00 $324.00 $405.00 $2,000.00
Health - Food From Unapproved Source65039 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Health - Failed To Sanitize65016 $81.00 $216.00 $297.00 $324.00 $405.00 $2,000.00
Health - Failed To Sanitize - Retail65019 $81.00 $216.00 $297.00 $324.00 $405.00 $2,000.00
Health - Minimize Insects/Rodents65015 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Health - Good Hygienic Practices65048 $81.00 $216.00 $297.00 $324.00 $405.00 $2,000.00
Health - Sale Of Contaminated Food65042 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Health - Unsafe Food65002 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Health - Food Hold Order Violation65080 $81.00 $966.00 $1,047.00 $1,449.00 $1,530.00 $2,000.00
Health - Hot/Cold Holding Violation (Temp)65095 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Hot/Cold Holding Violation (Tag)65092 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Hot/Cold Holding Violation (Time)65096 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Mobile Food Vendor65045 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Mobile Food Pressurized Fuel64662 $81.00 $600.00 $681.00 $900.00 $981.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Mobile Food Mechanical Heating64644 $81.00 $600.00 $681.00 $900.00 $981.00 $2,000.00
Health - No Food Managers Certificate65054 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - No Food Manager Certificate65055 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Food Handler Registration65036 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
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Health - List Of Food Handlers65037 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - No Food Permit65053 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - No Food Service Permit65060 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Organic Material Collection75063 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Health - Fail To Post Food Service Permit70611 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Watershed - Lake Austin Growth Mgmt Plan70515 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Health - No Mobile Food Vendor Sticker65051 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Health - No Food Permit-Mobile Vendor65050 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Health - Failed To Store In Mobile Unit65034 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Food Handler-Farmers Market65035 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $2,000.00
Smoking - Vending Machine Within 25' Of Entry72916 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Smoking - Failed To Post Sign To Minors72906 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
No Warning Sign for Tobacco Sale65083-Jan2020 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $2,000.00
Noise - Oversized Speakers72420 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $201.00 $282.00 $500.00
Solid Waste - Unsanitary Condition65028 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $600.00 $681.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - Illegal Dumping65026 $81.00 $900.00 $981.00 $1,350.00 $1,431.00 $2,000.00
Litter In Street, Park, Etc-City Ord41010 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
LitteringCC41010 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Zoning - Object/Sign On Pub Property/Row64343 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Smoking Prohibited In Park72927 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $2,000.00
Smoking - Owner Allowed72911 $81.00 $190.00 $271.00 $285.00 $366.00 $500.00
Smoking - Public Place72919 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Smoking - Within 15 Feet Of Public Entrance72923 $81.00 $232.00 $313.00 $348.00 $429.00 $500.00
Smoking - Public PlaceCC72919 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $2,000.00
Smoking Ord - With In 15 Ft Of Pub EntranceCC72923 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $2,000.00
Smoking - Taxicab72918 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Smoking - Failed To Notify Employees72915 $81.00 $290.00 $371.00 $435.00 $516.00 $500.00
Smoking - Smoke-Free Workplace72914 $81.00 $290.00 $371.00 $435.00 $516.00 $500.00
Smoking - Workplace Accommodations72913 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Smoking - Failed To Post Sign72912 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Smoking - Ashtrays72917 $81.00 $148.00 $229.00 $222.00 $303.00 $500.00
Other Smoking Violation  Variable: Describe72900 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
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Violation
Smoking - Retaliation72926 $81.00 $290.00 $371.00 $435.00 $516.00 $500.00
Health - Private Pool Enclosure65091 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Dirty Pool65059 $81.00 $116.00 $197.00 $174.00 $255.00 $2,000.00
Health - No Svrs In Pool65101 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Health - Pool Suction Outlet65098 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Health - Pool Water Quality65099 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - No Swimming Pool Fence64364 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Public Pool Enclosure65063 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Health - Public Pool Gate65097 $81.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Health - Public Pool Clarity65058 $81.00 $560.00 $641.00 $840.00 $921.00 $2,000.00
Animal - Feeding Deer64090 $81.00 $125.00 $206.00 $125.00 $206.00 $125.00
Health - Disclosure Sign Pg Centers (1st Offense)65031 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Health - Disclosure Sign Pg Centers (2nd
Offense)

65032 $81.00 $425.00 $506.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00

Health - Disclosure Sign Pg Centers (3rd Offense)65033 $81.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Driving In Bicycle Lane01020 $81.00 $46.00 $127.00 $69.00 $150.00 $500.00
Interfering With Funeral Procession31410 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Entering Blocked Intersection02820 $81.00 $99.00 $180.00 $148.50 $229.50 $200.00
Pedestrian Crossing Roadway/City Ord42110 $19.00 $174.00 $193.00 $261.00 $280.00 $500.00
Pedestrian Crossing HighwayCC42110 $19.00 $0.00 $19.00 $106.00 $125.00 $500.00
Pedestrian In Roadway City Ord42120 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00
Pedestrian In Roadway/City OrdinanceCC42120 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $106.00 $187.00 $500.00
Loitering Walking In Street- 81A66210 $81.00 $60.00 $141.00 $90.00 $171.00 $500.00
Solicitation From Street/Sidewalk62724 $19.00 $130.00 $149.00 $195.00 $214.00 $500.00
Solicitation By Pedestrian In Roadway - City
Ordinance

62725 $19.00 $130.00 $149.00 $195.00 $214.00 $500.00

Solicit By Person From Street - SidewalkCC62724 $19.00 $0.00 $19.00 $106.00 $125.00 $500.00
Loitering Walking In Street- 81C66220 $81.00 $60.00 $141.00 $90.00 $171.00 $500.00
Pedestrian Solicitation - Prohibited Area62225 $19.00 $33.00 $52.00 $49.50 $68.50 $500.00
Walking In Street/Loitering (81C)CC66220 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Solicitation In A Motor Vehicle62723 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Posted Sign - No Thru Trucks01330 $131.00 $66.00 $197.00 $99.00 $230.00 $200.00
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U-Turn Not In Safety32221 $81.00 $66.00 $147.00 $99.00 $180.00 $200.00
U-Turn Intersection-Signal32230 $81.00 $66.00 $147.00 $99.00 $180.00 $200.00
Unlawful Riding/Operator41610 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
Unlawful Riding/Passenger41620 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
Unlawful Clinging On Skateboard, Etc.41630 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
Skates Or Skateboard On SidewalkCC42260 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Skates On RoadwayCC60631 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Skates On Roadway60631 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $104.00 $185.00 $500.00
Skates, Skateboard On Sidewalk42260 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Skateboard, Etc. On Sidewalk60630 $81.00 $51.00 $132.00 $76.50 $157.50 $500.00
Use Of Engine Brake80215 $81.00 $68.00 $149.00 $102.00 $183.00 $200.00
Electronic Device Use While Driving01050 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
NMV - Electronic Device Use01060 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Passing Vulnerable Road User02240 $81.00 $175.00 $256.00 $262.50 $343.50 $500.00
Fireworks OrdinanceCC64510 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $2,000.00
NMV - Lane Must Turn Left/Right42215 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Ran Stop Sign42210 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Fail To Comply Sign No Right/Left Turn42214 $134.00 $46.00 $180.00 $69.00 $203.00 $200.00
NMV - Failure To Yield Row At Stop Sign42211 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Failure To Yield Intersection42212 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Ride Bicycle On Sidewalk/Prohibited42251 $81.00 $78.00 $159.00 $117.00 $198.00 $500.00
Bicycle - Riding On Business SidewalkCC42251 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
NMV - Failure To Yield Row Alley42216 $81.00 $46.00 $127.00 $69.00 $150.00 $500.00
Parking A Bicycle To Obstruct42236 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
NMV - Riding Bicycle Between Vehicles42235 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
NMV - Prohibited By Posted Sign42217 $134.00 $46.00 $180.00 $69.00 $203.00 $200.00
NMV - No Helmet While On Bicycle42208 $81.00 $48.00 $129.00 $72.00 $153.00 $200.00
NMV - Allow Child Ride Without Helmet42204 $81.00 $48.00 $129.00 $72.00 $153.00 $500.00
Parking - Time Zone00413 $5.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $30.00 $25.00
Parking - Other - In Occupied Space00443 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Expired Meter41210 $5.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $30.00 $25.00
Parking - Extending Time Beyond Limit (Meter)41282 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
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Parking - Extending Time Beyond Limit (Pay By
Space)

41283 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00

Parking - Extending Time Beyond Limit (Pay
Station)

41284 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00

Parking - Extending Time Beyond Limit00436 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Expired Pay Station Receipt41271 $5.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $30.00 $25.00
Parking - Illegal/Copy Pay Station Receipt41272 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Pay Station Receipt Incorrectly
Displayed

41273 $5.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $30.00 $25.00

Parking - Expired Parking Space (Pay Station)41275 $5.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $30.00 $25.00
Parking - Pay Station Receipt Not Displayed
(Malfunctioning Pay By Space)

41278 $5.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $30.00 $25.00

Parking - Extending Time Beyond Limit
(Motorcycle/Moped)

41279 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00

Speeding - Posted-City Street - Less Than 10%
Over

00292 $81.00 $69.00 $150.00 $103.50 $184.50 $200.00

11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$81.00 $74.00 $192.00 $200.00$155.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$81.00 $79.00 $199.50 $200.00$160.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$81.00 $84.00 $207.00 $200.00$165.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$81.00 $89.00 $214.50 $200.00$170.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$81.00 $94.00 $222.00 $200.00$175.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$81.00 $99.00 $229.50 $200.00$180.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$81.00 $104.00 $237.00 $200.00$185.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$81.00 $109.00 $244.50 $200.00$190.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$81.00 $114.00 $252.00 $200.00$195.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $200.00$81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00$281.00

Parking - Other00439 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Non-Motorized Vehicle73310 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
Parking - Other - Unattached Trailer00420 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Other - Motor Home (72 Cont. Hrs.)00440 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Illegally Parked Motor Home00460 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Parking - Comm. Veh. Load/Unload Single Travel
Lane

41243 $5.00 $145.00 $150.00 $295.00 $300.00 $295.00

Parking - Comm Veh. Load/Unload Permit Not
Properly Displayed

41244 $5.00 $145.00 $150.00 $295.00 $300.00 $295.00

Parking - Comm Veh. Load/Unload Bike Lane41245 $5.00 $145.00 $150.00 $150.00 $155.00 $150.00
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Obstruction
Parking - Comm Veh. Load/Unload Beyond Time
Limit

41247 $5.00 $145.00 $150.00 $295.00 $300.00 $295.00

Parking - Comm Veh. Load/Unload Restricted
Hrs/Areas

41248 $5.00 $145.00 $150.00 $295.00 $300.00 $295.00

Parking - Comm Veh. Load/Unload W/O Permit41249 $5.00 $245.00 $250.00 $495.00 $500.00 $495.00
Parking - Blocking Alley00437 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Blocking Driveway00438 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Commercial Service Zone41240 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Comm Svc Zone (Over 30 Min)41241 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - In Customer Service Zone41293 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Other - Emergency Room Service Zone00419 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $40.00
Parking - In A Fire Zone00442 $5.00 $35.00 $40.00 $65.00 $70.00 $65.00
Parking - Front/Side Yard - 1st Offense41301 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Front/Side Yard - 3rd Offense In 24 Mo.41302 $5.00 $0.00 $5.00 $55.00 $60.00 $55.00
Parking - Front/Side Yard - 2nd Offense In 24 Mo.41303 $5.00 $0.00 $5.00 $45.00 $50.00 $45.00
Parking - Not Within Lines - Meter Zone41212 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Other - City Lot Driveway00434 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Parked Facing Traffic41213 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Over Stall Line (Unmetered)41222 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Other - Law Enforcement Zone00418 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $40.00
Parking - Other - Legislative Zone00421 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $40.00 $45.00 $40.00
Parking - Mx Consulate Pass & Load Zone41292 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Passenger Zone41291 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Other - Resident Only Zone00417 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $40.00
Parking - Taxi Stand41294 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Vehicle Wash- Repair Prohibited65940 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Vehicle Sale Prohibited65949 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Parking - Tow Away Zone00444 $5.00 $25.00 $30.00 $45.00 $50.00 $200.00
Parking-Tow Away Zone (bike lane)00447 $5.00 $25.00 $30.00 $45.00 $50.00 $200.00
Parking - Other - U.S. Gov'T Vehicle Zone00416 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $40.00
Parking - Back-In Angle Only41214 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Transit Priority Lane41550 $5.00 $345.00 $350.00 $495.00 $500.00 $495.00
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Parking - Pay Station Receipt Not Displayed41277 $5.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $30.00 $25.00
Parking - In Public Park00445 $5.00 $25.00 $30.00 $45.00 $50.00 $45.00
Parking - Public Recreation Area - During Special
Event

00446 $5.00 $120.00 $125.00 $125.00 $130.00 $125.00

Parking - Comm Veh. Load/Unload Adj. Lane
Obstruction

41246 $5.00 $145.00 $150.00 $295.00 $300.00 $295.00

Unauthorized Removal-Immobilization Dv40195 $81.00 $274.00 $355.00 $411.00 $492.00 $500.00
Parking - Other - Over 9,000 Lbs.00448 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Obstruct Traffic Next To Const Site41219 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Public Row Btw Curb/Prop Line41221 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Sidewalk Area41233 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Within 30' Of A Stop Sign41234 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Within 30' Of A Yield Sign41235 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - In Right Of Way41297 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Other - Reserved (Municipal Court)41298 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Pay Station Receipt Not Displayed
(Malfunctioning Meter)

41276 $5.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $30.00 $25.00

Parking - Motorcycle Only41296 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - In Bus Stop41295 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Booting - Operating Without License85509 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Operating Aircraft - Low-Altitude Flying73280 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Speeding - Airport00144 $81.00 $69.00 $150.00 $103.50 $184.50 $200.00

11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$81.00 $74.00 $192.00 $200.00$155.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$81.00 $79.00 $199.50 $200.00$160.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$81.00 $84.00 $207.00 $200.00$165.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$81.00 $89.00 $214.50 $200.00$170.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$81.00 $94.00 $222.00 $200.00$175.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$81.00 $99.00 $229.50 $200.00$180.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$81.00 $104.00 $237.00 $200.00$185.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$81.00 $109.00 $244.50 $200.00$190.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$81.00 $114.00 $252.00 $200.00$195.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $200.00$81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00$281.00

Airport - Parking Restricted73206 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $500.00
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Airport - Improper Use Of Roadways73228 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Airport - On Runway/Taxiway W/Out Permission73227 $81.00 $210.00 $291.00 $315.00 $396.00 $500.00
Airport - Failed To Possess Dl73229 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Ground Transportation - Running A Red Light At
The Airport In The City Of Austin

99 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $100.00

GT - Failed To Use Ready Stand55154 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Operated In Non-Designated Area55148 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Airport - Bypass Staging Area55015 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $500.00
Vehicle For Hire Awaiting Space05908 $81.00 $69.00 $150.00 $103.50 $184.50 $500.00
GT - Airport-Taxicab Remove From Service55032 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
Airport - Failed To Maintain Radio Contact73220 $81.00 $210.00 $291.00 $315.00 $396.00 $500.00
Airport - Driving Across Prohibited Area73222 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $500.00
Airport - Prohibited Activity73205 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $201.00 $282.00 $500.00
Airport - Distribution Of Pamphlets/Materials73215 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Airport - Shipping Undeclared Weapon73235 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00
Control of Personal Property Required73241 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Airport - Disregard Order Of Police41820 $81.00 $204.00 $285.00 $306.00 $387.00 $500.00
Airport - Abandoned Property73212 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Airport - Failed To Secure73223 $81.00 $210.00 $291.00 $315.00 $396.00 $500.00
Airport - No Vehicle Card73226 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Airport - Sterile Area73224 $81.00 $210.00 $291.00 $315.00 $396.00 $500.00
Airport - Failed To Escort73240 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Airport - Failed To Display Media ID73230 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Airport - Interference With Screening73213 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $500.00
Airport - Circumvented Screening73217 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Airport - Circumvented Screen/Failed To Comply73218 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $500.00
Airport - Disengaged Alarm73221 $81.00 $210.00 $291.00 $315.00 $396.00 $500.00
Building Code - No Rooming House Permit65312 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No Stair And Porch Rails65391 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
GT - No Valid City Chauffeurs Permit55060 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $500.00
GT - Separate Chauffeur'S Permit Required75014 $81.00 $76.00 $157.00 $114.00 $195.00 $500.00
GT - Pedi-Cab-Too Many Passengers55157 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $250.00 $331.00 $500.00
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GT - Pedicab Fail to Carry Driver License55006 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $500.00
GT-Fail to Carry Insurance Card55008 $81.00 $175.00 $256.00 $263.00 $344.00 $500.00
GT - Surrender Chauffeur Permits55135 $81.00 $136.00 $217.00 $204.00 $285.00 $500.00
GT - Duties To Disabled Passenger55104 $81.00 $153.00 $234.00 $229.50 $310.50 $500.00
GT - Consuming Alcohol Etc.55109 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Improper Monitoring/Responding55110 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Improper Scanner55111 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Unprofessional Conduct-Driver55137 $81.00 $94.00 $175.00 $141.00 $222.00 $500.00
GT - Soliciting Prohibited55112 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Vehicle Not Presented For Inspection55143 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
GT - Vehicle Interior Conditions55151 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Vehicle Exterior Conditions55152 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Taxicab W/Out Fire Extinguisher55042 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
GT - Fire Extinguisher55120 $81.00 $76.00 $157.00 $114.00 $195.00 $500.00
GT - Vehicle Safety Standards55118 $81.00 $140.00 $221.00 $210.00 $291.00 $500.00
GT - Spare Tire, Jack, And Wrench55119 $81.00 $140.00 $221.00 $210.00 $291.00 $500.00
GT - No Luggage Barrier55044 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $2,000.00
GT - Removal Of Vehicle From Service55144 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
GT - Operating W/Out Valid Permit75040 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
GT - No/Expired Permit Displayed55031 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - No Immediate Hire Solictitation55017 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Supplemental Vehicle Permit55141 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
GT - Electric Vehicle Off Route55014 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Limousine Vehicle Requirements55113 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Limousine Minimum Rate55114 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Limousine - No Trip Ticket55117 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Charter - No Trip Ticket55125 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - NMV Stop At Unapproved Location55037 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Pedicab - Failure To Display Required Info55159 $81.00 $60.00 $141.00 $90.00 $171.00 $500.00
G/T - No Name, Telephone, Or Unit Number55160 $81.00 $165.00 $246.00 $247.50 $328.50 $500.00
GT - Elsv - Too Many Passengers55051 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Elsv - Passenger On Lap55048 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
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GT - Franchise Authority Required55033 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - No Oper Auth/Taxicab Franchise55134 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
GT - Failure To Display Permit55080 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
GT - Non-Motorized Inspection Reqs.55150 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Horse Drawn Carriage55107 $81.00 $76.00 $157.00 $114.00 $195.00 $500.00
GT - Horse Drawn Carriage No Permit60715 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
GT - Pedicab - No Permit55147 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Pedicab On Road Exceeding 35 Mph55161 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Pedicab - No Headlight55164 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Pedicab - No Tail Lights55165 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $255.00 $336.00 $500.00
Pedicab Passenger Not Sitting55158 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Report To Place Vehicle In Service55142 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
GT - Elsv - Unapproved Area55049 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Electric Vehicle - No Seatbelt55047 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Insurance Required (Pedicab)55126 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $500.00
GT - Failed To Post Rate Card55092 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
GT - Pedicab on Sidewalk55166 $81.00 $175.00 $256.00 $263.00 $344.00 $500.00
GT - Pedicab on Hike and Bike Trail55167 $81.00 $175.00 $256.00 $263.00 $344.00 $500.00
GT - Franchise Report55140 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
GT - No/Expired Franchise Permit Displayed55034 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Dispatch Prompt Response55012 $81.00 $76.00 $157.00 $114.00 $195.00 $500.00
GT - Refusal To Convey Passengers55010 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
GT - Responding To Another'S Call55138 $81.00 $94.00 $175.00 $141.00 $222.00 $500.00
GT - Direct Route55013 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
GT - Taxicab Ord -Soliciting Airport55050 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $500.00
GT - Number Of Passengers55045 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Improper Use Of Taxi Zones55127 $81.00 $175.00 $256.00 $262.00 $343.00 $500.00
GT -Taxi Charge Unapproved Rate Of Fare55124 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
GT - No Taximeter55123 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
GT - Taxicab Ordinance-Highflagging55020 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $500.00
GT - Taximeter Identification Sign55041 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $500.00
GT - Inaccurate Taximeter55121 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $500.00
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GT - Taxicab Design55145 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
GT - Taxicab Age55153 $81.00 $76.00 $157.00 $114.00 $195.00 $500.00
GT - Travel Lanes Violation55163 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
GT - Loading And Unloading Passengers55035 $81.00 $240.00 $321.00 $360.00 $441.00 $500.00
GT - Tnc Emblem Violation55162 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
GT - Failed To Display Driver Credentials55090 $81.00 $76.00 $157.00 $114.00 $195.00 $500.00
GT - Air Conditioning Or Heat55103 $81.00 $76.00 $157.00 $114.00 $195.00 $500.00
GT - Receipt For Service55007 $81.00 $76.00 $157.00 $114.00 $195.00 $500.00
GT - Map Required55105 $81.00 $76.00 $157.00 $114.00 $195.00 $500.00
GT - Taxi Amber Lights55040 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $500.00
GT - Non - Compliance With Regulations55106 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $500.00
GT - Allowing Unpermitted Chauffeur55046 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
GT - Non-Motorized Inspection55149 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
Failed To Have Escort22400 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Valet Parking Over 45 Minutes75024 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
GT - No Reflective Vest On Valet Operator75012 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Valet Parking - No Reflective VestCC75012 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
GT - No Valet Permit On Site75011 $81.00 $90.00 $171.00 $135.00 $216.00 $500.00
GT - Valet Booth Obstructed Path75019 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $120.00 $201.00 $500.00
GT - Valet Failed To Secured Keys75013 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
GT - No Valet Tag In Vehicle75021 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $120.00 $201.00 $500.00
GT - Valet Parked On Private Property75016 $81.00 $90.00 $171.00 $135.00 $216.00 $500.00
GT - Valet Receive Or Return Outside Area75023 $81.00 $132.00 $213.00 $198.00 $279.00 $500.00
GT - Valet Double Parked, Outside Area,
Unattended

75017 $81.00 $90.00 $171.00 $135.00 $216.00 $500.00

GT - Valet Returned Vehicle Outside Area75018 $81.00 $90.00 $171.00 $135.00 $216.00 $500.00
GT - Business Est. W/Out Valet Parking Permit75015 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Failure To Wear Operator's License50095 $81.00 $128.00 $209.00 $192.00 $273.00 $500.00
Wrecker - No Tow Truck Operators License50040 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $201.00 $282.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Change In Employment/App. Info50094 $81.00 $52.00 $133.00 $78.00 $159.00 $500.00
Wrecker - No/Defective Overhead Light51011 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
Wrecker - Failed To Carry Required Equipment23315 $81.00 $146.00 $227.00 $219.00 $300.00 $500.00
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Wrecker - Unregistered Tow Truck - City50080 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $201.00 $282.00 $500.00
Wrecker - No City Registration55030 $81.00 $96.00 $177.00 $144.00 $225.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Illegal Charge50012 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Fully Prepared Transport Fee55005 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Wrecker - Excess Of Fully Prepared Fee50007 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Excessive Standard Tow Fee50009 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Soliciting Business From Collision
Scene

50020 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00

Wrecker - Failed To Notify Apd50091 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Illegal Tow - Objection In 30 Minutes50008 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Wrecker - No Storage Facility Within 5,000 Feet50023 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Failure To Release Vehicle50015 $81.00 $284.00 $365.00 $426.00 $507.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Illegal Removal/Attempt Removal50016 $81.00 $248.00 $329.00 $372.00 $453.00 $500.00
Unlawful Removal Of Impounded Vehicle40198 $81.00 $454.00 $535.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Not Accepting Credit Cards50017 $81.00 $284.00 $365.00 $426.00 $507.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Exceeded 20 Minutes50003 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Unsummoned Wrecker To Collision50010 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Exceeded 45 Minutes50011 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Failed To Send Correct Vehicle50025 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Wrecker -Authorization for Veh Removal50024 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Failed To Tow To Storage Facility50092 $81.00 $278.00 $359.00 $417.00 $498.00 $500.00
Booting- Booting By Unlicensed Service85508 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
EMPLOY BOOT OPERATOR WITHOUT PERMIT85503 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Operator Boot Without a City Permit85502 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Vehicle Immobilization Without a Permit33484 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Fail to Remove Boot Upon Timely Request85507 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Boot not on Drivers Side of Vehicle85504 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Boot Immobilization without Notice85506 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Unauthorized Boot Fee85505 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
GT - Valet Parking Over 1/3 Space75022 $81.00 $82.00 $163.00 $123.00 $204.00 $500.00
Zoning - No Hotel Operator'S License64298 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
R.O.W. - No Temporary Use Permit Posted73416 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
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GT - Pedicab - Impeding Traffic55156 $81.00 $66.00 $147.00 $99.00 $180.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - No Temporary Use Permit73436 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - No Permit For Excavation73418 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Permit Conditions73435 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Not Returned To Original Condition73428 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Incorrectly Placed Facilities73430 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Improper Traffic Control Devices73429 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Excavation Conditions73431 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Sidewalk Cafe Without License73414 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Temporary Street Closure For Film-Making73480 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
R.O.W - No Permit For R.O.W. Event73426 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Permit Violation73427 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - No Sign Posted73423 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $120.00 $201.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Event Blocked Pedestrians73424 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $120.00 $201.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Inadequate Fire Lanes73420 $81.00 $260.00 $341.00 $390.00 $471.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Improper Security73417 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Improper EMS73419 $81.00 $260.00 $341.00 $390.00 $471.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Street Not Cleaned73421 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Insufficient Protection Of Inlets73415 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Inadequate Trash Recepticles73422 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $120.00 $201.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Toilets Within 25'73425 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $120.00 $201.00 $500.00
Zoning - Merchandise/Container On Sidewalk64302 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Selling Merchandise Without License64289 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Zoning - Selling Goods In Public Place64290 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Zoning - 3' Fence At Intersection64361 $81.00 $216.00 $297.00 $324.00 $405.00 $2,000.00
Vending License Verification Card70701 $81.00 $158.00 $239.00 $237.00 $318.00 $500.00
R.O.W. - Street Vendor Failed To Display Permit73412 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Zoning - Vehicle Sale On Right-Of-Way64316 $81.00 $262.00 $343.00 $393.00 $474.00 $2,000.00
R.O.W. - Bulky Items On R.O.W.73413 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Zoning - Vehicle Sale As Obstruction64315 $81.00 $262.00 $343.00 $393.00 $474.00 $2,000.00
Direct Sales On Street Or Right-Of-Way73441 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Id Certificate For R.O.W. Direct Sales73440 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
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Annual Diversion Plan65727 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $565.00 $646.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (15-1) Unapproved Backflow Prevention
Assembly

73861 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW: (15-1) Water Vehicle Connected W/O Bpa73862 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (15-1) Prohibited Return Mechanism73882 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (15-1) Prohibited Installation/Maintenance73881 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (15-1) Prohibited Auxiliary Water
Connection

73880 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW: (15-1) Use Of Chemical73885 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (15-1) Bpa Fail To Submit Timely73865 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (15-1) Bpa Improper Installation73866 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Hydrant/Water Hauling Violation64607 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (15-1) Bpa Failed To Submit Tmr73869 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (15-1) Bpa Fail To Test73864 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
WWW: (15-1) Bpa Return To Service W/O
Repair, Overhaul

73867 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW: (15-1) Bpa Removal Without Approval73863 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (15-1) Fail To Eliminate Possible Cross
Connections

73870 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW: (15-1) Bpa Fail To Retain Records73868 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Sale Of Merchandise64318 $81.00 $112.00 $193.00 $168.00 $249.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (15-1) Denial Of Right Of Entry73890 $81.00 $1,340.00 $1,421.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Baseline Monitoring Report Not
Submitted

73802 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW - (15-10) Fail To Meet Compliance
Schedule

73852 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW - (15-10) Cat. Compliance Report Not
Submitted

73847 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW - (15-10) Periodic Report Not Submitted73809 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Fail To Monitor73812 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) 24 Hour Notice Not Provided73817 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Discharge, Bypass73855 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Manifest Records Not Provided73803 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Repeat Sample Report Not
Submitted

73840 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW - Failure To Self-Report73821 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
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WWW -Discharge At Non-Approved Station73827 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Unapproved Disposal Of Liquid Waste
(15-10)

73874 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00

WWW - (15-10) Fail To Fully Clean Grease Trap73846 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Fail To Maintain Grease Trap73829 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Discharge, Tto Violation73857 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Discharge, Flow Obstruction73856 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Discharge, Cat. Standard
Violation

73807 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW - (15-22) Corrosive Discharge73845 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Fail To Install Manhole73849 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Fail To Install Control
Mh/Sampling Port

73851 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW - (15-10) Discharge, F.O.G. Violation73843 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Denial Of Right Of Entry73858 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Discharge, Diluted73805 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Health - Improper Storage Of Rubbish65071 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Health - Improper Disposal Of Rubbish65072 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) Discharge, Local Limit Violation73810 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) No Pretreatment Facility73854 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) No Discharge Permit73815 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) No Pretreatment Approval73811 $81.00 $700.00 $781.00 $1,050.00 $1,131.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-10) No Grease Trap73853 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Failure To Pay Renewal Fee73848 $81.00 $1,896.00 $1,977.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW: Private Lateral Sewage Discharge73859 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
WWW: Failed To Repair Private Lateral73860 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Water Well Pump Installer Registration72740 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $2,000.00
Water Well Driller Registration72741 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $2,000.00
New Well Owner Registration72743 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $2,000.00
Existing Well Owner Registration72744 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (13) Fire Hydrant Use No Permit73804 $81.00 $502.00 $583.00 $753.00 $834.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (13) Fire Hydrant Use Not Metered73801 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
WWW: (13) Fire Hydrant Use W/Out Bpa73806 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
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Fire - Fire Hydrant Violation64605 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Violation of OSSF Requirements64251 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Health - No Permit For Drainfield65061 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-5) Generator Use Of Unpermitted
Hauler

65089 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00

WWW - (15-5) Unauthorized Hauler Discharge73813 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-5) Incompatable Waste Mixing73842 $81.00 $476.00 $557.00 $714.00 $795.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-5) Unsanitary Operation Of
Vehicle/Equipment

65088 $81.00 $1,400.00 $1,481.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

WWW - (15-5) Hauler Vehicle Not Permitted65084 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Constructing Ossf Without Permit64270 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Unauthorized System Use73877 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
WWW - Fail To Maintain Ossf65079 $81.00 $966.00 $1,047.00 $1,449.00 $1,530.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Failure To Maintenance Report73873 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
WWW - Failure To Provide Contract73872 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Failed To Provide Contracted
Maintenance

73891 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00

WWW - Abandoned Septic Tank73871 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Fail To Abate Public Health Nuisance64250 $81.00 $966.00 $1,047.00 $1,449.00 $1,530.00 $2,000.00
WWW - (15-5) No Manifest For Vehicle Load65090 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Recycling - Failure To Submit Plan65718 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling - Registration65721 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Health - Disturbed Contents Of Containers65001 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - Disturbing Trash Receptacles65020 $81.00 $226.00 $307.00 $379.00 $460.00 $500.00
Health - Dumping Violation64410 $81.00 $482.00 $563.00 $723.00 $804.00 $2,000.00
Health - Trash Receptacles65011 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - Unsanitary Equipment65022 $81.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,125.00 $1,206.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - Wet Waste Transportation65023 $81.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,125.00 $1,206.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - Fail To Display Info65024 $81.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,125.00 $1,206.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - No Info On Container65004 $81.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,125.00 $1,206.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - Container Reporting65003 $81.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,125.00 $1,206.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - Quarterly Container Rpt.65006 $81.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,125.00 $1,206.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - Quarterly Ccd Report65086 $81.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,125.00 $1,206.00 $2,000.00
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Solid Waste - No License For Private Collection65021 $81.00 $506.00 $587.00 $759.00 $840.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - No Decal On Windshield65025 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Office Facility Access65728 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Multi-Family Access65723 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Non Residential Access65722 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Diversion Services Requirement - Paper65725 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $565.00 $646.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Failed to Collect Materials75061 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Diversion Services: Organic Materials65731 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $565.00 $646.00 $2,000.00
Diversion Services: Receptacles65724 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $565.00 $646.00 $2,000.00
Removal Of Recyclable/Organic Materials65729 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $565.00 $646.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Failed to Remove Materials75062 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Inadequate Services Provided65714 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Tenant Education65719 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling - Inadequate Signage62314 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Inadequate Information65726 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Recycling-Business Tenant Education65713 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Utility - No Remeter Or Resell65212 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Utility - No Extension Of Service65211 $81.00 $376.00 $457.00 $564.00 $645.00 $2,000.00
Utility - Unauthorized Connection65210 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Failure To Correct Plumbing Violation72742 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Failure To Relocate Connection64241 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Utility - No Access65240 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $2,000.00
Utility - No Notice65230 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Preconstruction Conference64294 $81.00 $940.00 $1,021.00 $1,410.00 $1,491.00 $2,000.00
Posted Sign - U-Turn Prohibited32220 $81.00 $66.00 $147.00 $99.00 $180.00 $200.00
Election65800 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Campaign Finance - Timely Report Of Personal
Loan

76001 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00

Campaign Finance - Exceeding Limit For Outside
City

76002 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00

Financial Disclosure Board Member 0623865730 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $500.00
Financial Disclosure Ordinance65720 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $500.00
Zoning - Failed To Comply With Bsc Order64300 $81.00 $450.00 $531.00 $675.00 $756.00 $2,000.00
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Zoning - No Temporary Use Permit64327 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Zoning - Failed To Complete Sign Relocation64393 $81.00 $326.00 $407.00 $489.00 $570.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Inadequate Piping64691 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat- No Leak Detection Met Hod64684_2020 $81.00 $1,452.00 $1,533.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Insufficient Ventilation64688 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Secondary Container64687 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Insufficient Signage64685 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Extinguisher Near Comm.Cooking Sys64624 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Fire Extinguishing Equipment64622 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Fire Extinguisher-Aviation Facility-
Towing Vehicle

64645 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00

Fire - Used After Condemnation64672 $81.00 $212.00 $293.00 $318.00 $399.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Fuel Station Improper Fire Extinguisher64638 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Tampered With Fire Appliance64647 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Illegal Tire Pile64661 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Flammable Liquids64681 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Discarding Burning Object64667 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Storage Clearance From Combustible
Material (or similar)

64641 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00

Hazmat - Exceeded Maximum Quantity64683 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Defective Containers64686 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Bbq Pit - Residential64663 $81.00 $262.00 $343.00 $393.00 $474.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Dry Cleaning64631 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Failed To Maintain/Replace/Repair Fire
Protec. Or Detection System

64632 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00

Recreational Vehicle  Storage65930 $81.00 $216.00 $297.00 $324.00 $405.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Impervious Cover64388 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Preconstruction Conference72717 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Failed To Request Inspection72721 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Failed To Install Controls72722 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Clearing Vegetation Without
Approval

72719 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00

Zoning - No Certificate Of Compliance64293 $81.00 $1,580.00 $1,661.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No C Of O For Use65313 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
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Building Code - Occupy W/Out Certificate Of
Compliance

65315 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00

Watershed - No C Of C - No Site Plan Required72708 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - No C Of C - Site Plan Required72707 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - No Certificate Of Occupancy64313 $81.00 $511.00 $592.00 $766.50 $847.50 $2,000.00
Zoning - Occupying W/Out Site Plan64292 $81.00 $1,580.00 $1,661.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Development W/O Certificate Of
Occupancy

64291 $81.00 $1,580.00 $1,661.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

ZONING-FAILED TO REGISTER BOAT DOCK64308 $81.00 $430.00 $511.00 $645.00 $726.00 $2,000.00
BUILDING CODE-FAILED TO OBTAIN PERMIT65314 $81.00 $430.00 $511.00 $645.00 $726.00 $2,000.00
Plumbing - Failed To Obtain Permit64710 $81.00 $966.00 $1,047.00 $1,449.00 $1,530.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No Residential Permit65308 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No Residential Mechanical Permit64310 $81.00 $900.00 $981.00 $1,350.00 $1,431.00 $2,000.00
Building Code- Stop Work Order Violated65306 $81.00 $770.00 $851.00 $1,155.00 $1,236.00 $2,000.00
Development - Exceed Maximum Gross Floor64394 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Erosion Controls Within City72710 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Erosion Controls In Etj72711 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No Relocation Permit65309 $81.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Impervious Cover - No Aquifer72730 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Development - Exceed Floor To Area Ratio64395 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - No Site Plan - Etj73012 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No Building Permit65113 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - No Right Of Way Permit On Site72703 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Watershed- Disregard Stop Order / Failed
Inspection

72714 $81.00 $1,506.00 $1,587.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

Fail To Obey Order To Clear Public Row17170 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Zoning - Prohibited Signs All Districts64340 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $600.00 $681.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - No Plumbing Permit64312 $81.00 $316.00 $397.00 $474.00 $555.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Electrical Work W/Out License65117 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No Plumbing Permit65112 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No Demolition Permit65311 $81.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No Electric Permit65110 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Failed To Provide Sign Inventory64391 $81.00 $326.00 $407.00 $489.00 $570.00 $2,000.00
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Sign - Political Sign On Private Property64349 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Mobile Billboard60722 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Zoning - Sign In Right Of Way60712 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Zoning - Place Signs On Right-Of-Way60713 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $201.00 $282.00 $500.00
Zoning - Historic District Rotating or Roof Sign64355 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Historic District Sign Violation64356 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Increased Non-Conformity Of Off-
Premise Sign

64392 $81.00 $326.00 $407.00 $489.00 $570.00 $2,000.00

Zoning - Sign Height Over 42 Feet64387 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Relocated Sign Exceeds Original64385 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Off Premise Sign64374 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Non-Conforming Off-Premise Sign64390 $81.00 $326.00 $407.00 $489.00 $570.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Portable Signs64384 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Prohibited Signs-Off Premise60718 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Zoning - Prohibited Signs On Vehicle60721 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Zoning - Prohibited Festoon Sign60716 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Zoning - Prohibited Movable Signs60719 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Zoning - Prohibited Balloon Sign60717 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Zoning - Prohibited Flashing Sign60714 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Zoning - No Sign Permit64346 $81.00 $511.00 $592.00 $766.50 $847.50 $2,000.00
Zoning - Fail To Request Sign Inspection64347 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $2,000.00
Signs Prohibited In Public Right-Of-WayCC64347 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Sign With Less Than 9 feet
Clearance

65304 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00

Building Code - Failed To Repair Historic
Landmark

65303 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00

Zoning - No Contractor'S License64336 $81.00 $316.00 $397.00 $474.00 $555.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Unlicensed Contractor65125 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Code - Violation of IBC Stop Work Order65132 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Building Code - No Mechanical Permit65115 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Smoke Detectors In Bedrooms64649 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No Electrical License65118 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Water-Improper Customer Installation72732 $81.00 $430.00 $511.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
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Plumbing - Hazardous Plumbing64720 $81.00 $966.00 $1,047.00 $1,449.00 $1,530.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Altered Fire Zone Sign64606 $81.00 $62.00 $143.00 $93.00 $174.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Hindering Firefighting 34 10764630 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Temporary Membrane Or Tent Permit64666 $81.00 $600.00 $681.00 $900.00 $981.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Refused Inspection64653 $81.00 $600.00 $681.00 $900.00 $981.00 $2,000.00
Fire -  Exceed Use Period Of Temporary
Structure - Separated

63634 $81.00 $600.00 $681.00 $900.00 $981.00 $2,000.00

Fire - Obstructed Exit Door64601 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Failed To Notify Fire Department64602 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Failed To Clean Discharge64694 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Fireworks Possession Or Use64510 $81.00 $334.00 $415.00 $501.00 $582.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Inadequate Ventilation64695 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Panic Hardware64616 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Annual Maintenance64628 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Load Card Posted64615 $81.00 $460.00 $541.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Unpermitted Locking Device64608 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Locked Exit64603 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Exit Sign64626 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Insufficient Sprinkler Clearance64610 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Combustibles In Concealed Space64643 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Obstructed Fire Access Road64609 $81.00 $62.00 $143.00 $93.00 $174.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Required Water Supply64654 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Failed To Clean Hood64621 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Failed To Maintain Draftstop64646 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Portable Fire Exinguisher64623 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Backup Power For Exit Sign64620 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Public Assembly Permit64677 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $600.00 $681.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Failed To Abate Unsafe Building64658 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Automatic Sprinkler System64682 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
Fire - First Responder Delayed Notice64674 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Failed To Secure Gas Cylinders64625 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Failed To Abate Electrical Hazard64639 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
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Fire - Combustible Storage64618 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Approved Address Number64612 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Extension Cord Prohibited64614 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Hood Extinguisher System64619 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Failed To Maintain Extinguisher64640 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Exit Sign Not Illuminated64617 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Combustible Outside Storage64635 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Tampered With Sign Or Seal64671 $81.00 $212.00 $293.00 $318.00 $399.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Unapproved Plans64660 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Unauthorized Burning64659 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - False Alarm64648 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Temporary Public Assembly Permit64678 $81.00 $460.00 $541.00 $690.00 $771.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Flaming Food/Beverage Preparation64676 $81.00 $135.00 $216.00 $202.50 $283.50 $2,000.00
Fire - Acceptance Test Notification64665 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Combustible Storage In Exit64642 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Combustible Decorative Materials64604 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Protection Systems Maintenance64650 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No High-Piled Storage Permit64655 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Failed To Abate Fire Hazard64656 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Failed To Clear Vegetation64670 $81.00 $212.00 $293.00 $318.00 $399.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Open Flame Cooking Device64657 $81.00 $262.00 $343.00 $393.00 $474.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Overcrowded Premises64629 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Fire - No Key Box64611 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Electrical Equipment Working Space64613 $81.00 $462.00 $543.00 $693.00 $774.00 $2,000.00
Property Maintenance Code - No Permit 373233 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Property Maintenance Code - No Permit 273234 $81.00 $600.00 $681.00 $900.00 $981.00 $2,000.00
Property Maintenance Code - No Permit73236 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
UHC - Foundation65382 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
UHC - Walls, Partitions65384 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
UHC - Flooring, Flooring Support65352 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
UHC - Faulty Weather Protection65340 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Property Maintenance Exterior Property65316 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
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IPMC - Transfer Of Ownership74053 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Exterior Structure Not Maintained74055 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Means Of Egress-Emergency Escape74060 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Fire Protection - Smoke Alarms74045 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Non-Compliant Water System74010 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Sanitary Drainage System74015 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Non-Compliant Electrical Equipment74020 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Non-Compliant Plumbing74030 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Component Serviceability74040 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Interior Structure Not Maintained74050 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Non-Compliant Electrical System74025 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Means Of Egress - Bars/Grills/Grates74061 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
IPMC - Means Of Egress - Safe Path74062 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Code - Failed to Provide Action Plan65131 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
IPMC - No Hot Water65320 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Property Maintenance Room Temperature65322 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Code - Violation of IPMC Stop Work Order65133 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Building Code - Inadequate Drainage65392 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code- Maintained Unsafe Building65381 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Failed To Protect Exterior65330 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Stair/Porch Defective65390 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Fail To Repair Wall Cover65383 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - No Toilet65351 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Failed Connect Drain Line65353 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Failed To Repair65321 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
UHC - Inadequate Exits65396 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Failed To Vacate65301 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Failed To Exterminate65302 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Failed To Notify Of Transfer65395 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Final Inspection65130 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Inadequate Insulation65370 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - No Swimming Pool Permit64366 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
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Health - Swimming Pool Permit65052 $81.00 $450.00 $531.00 $675.00 $756.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Exceed Use Period Of Temporary Structure
- Attached

64633 $81.00 $600.00 $681.00 $900.00 $981.00 $2,000.00

Zoning - Screening Required 13 2 73664368 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Exterior Lighting Design Regulation73001 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00
Zoning - Intensive Recreational Use64303 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Dock Light Inspection70510 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - No Mobile Home Park License64299 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Commercial Establishment64307 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Auto Parts Storage64324 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Prohibited Use - Auto Repair64301 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Vehicle Repair At Residence64353 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Prohibited Use64337 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Setback In Residential Area64333 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - No Gate/Door64365 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Road Network W/Out Permit72720 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Short - Term Rental Type 2 No License65399 $81.00 $570.00 $651.00 $855.00 $936.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Adult Book Store64381 $81.00 $1,016.00 $1,097.00 $1,524.00 $1,605.00 $2,000.00
Adult-Oriented Business - Illegal Advertisement64382 $81.00 $1,016.00 $1,097.00 $1,524.00 $1,605.00 $2,000.00
Adult Arcade - No Light Fixture73720 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Zoning - Restaurant Failed To Produce
Documents

64309 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00

Zoning - Accessory Use64335 $81.00 $242.00 $323.00 $363.00 $444.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - One Ton Vehicle64352 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Screening Required64363 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $2,000.00
Antique/Recreational Vehicle Unscreened64322 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Rv Storage64326 $81.00 $216.00 $297.00 $324.00 $405.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Accessory Building64334 $81.00 $242.00 $323.00 $363.00 $444.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Excess Vehicles64354 $81.00 $228.00 $309.00 $342.00 $423.00 $2,000.00
Zoning -  Fence Height64362 $81.00 $216.00 $297.00 $324.00 $405.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Fence Height Violation64369 $81.00 $292.00 $373.00 $438.00 $519.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Home Occupation - Tenant64323 $81.00 $922.00 $1,003.00 $1,383.00 $1,464.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Home Occupation Visible64319 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
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Zoning - Home Occupation-Noise, Ect.64317 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Home Occupation Advertising64314 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Prohibited Home Occupation - Owner64304 $81.00 $922.00 $1,003.00 $1,383.00 $1,464.00 $2,000.00
Home Occupation Vehicular Traffic64396 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Prohibited Home Occupation64305 $81.00 $228.00 $309.00 $342.00 $423.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Non Conforming Use64338 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Non Conforming Outside Use64339 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Failed To Maintain Landscaping72718 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Subdivision Development W/Out
Release

72704 $81.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

Zoning - No Site Plan73013 $81.00 $1,429.00 $1,510.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Development Contrary To Site Plan73016 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Building Code - Site Plan Not Followed73011 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Zoning- No Revised Site Plan Approval73017 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - No R.O.W. Construction License72702 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Failed To Obtain Right Of Way
Permit

72701 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00

Watershed - Compliance W/Transportation
Criteria

72705 $81.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

Watershed - Failed To Install Sidewalks72706 $81.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Improvement In The Right-Of-Way64345 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $2,000.00
R.O.W. - Structure/Improvement In R.O.W.65109 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Building Code - Failed To Provide Electrical
Circuits

65111 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00

Watershed - No Detention Basin/Pond73020 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Watershed-Obstruction In Waterway73015 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Erosion Controls72713 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Sediment From Construction Site72712 $81.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Water Quality Controls73023 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Fail To Maintain Water Quality Pond64281 $81.00 $1,412.00 $1,493.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - No Annual Permit64245 $81.00 $1,452.00 $1,533.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Development In Critical Water Quality
Zone

73025 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00

Watershed - Critical Environmental Feature72715 $81.00 $1,506.00 $1,587.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
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Zoning - Failed To Stabilize Land64378 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Roadway Cut Not in Clearing Width64377 $81.00 $1,016.00 $1,097.00 $1,524.00 $1,605.00 $2,000.00
Zoning - Used Roadway Fill Not In Clearing64379 $81.00 $1,016.00 $1,097.00 $1,524.00 $1,605.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Cut Greater Than 4 Feet73022 $81.00 $1,516.00 $1,597.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Fill In Excess Of 4 Feet73021 $81.00 $1,486.00 $1,567.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Restore/Stabilize After Cut64376 $81.00 $1,016.00 $1,097.00 $1,524.00 $1,605.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Failed To Stabilize Land72709 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Watershed - Impervious Cover In Wqtz72731 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Removal Of Protected Tree72610 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Removal Of Heritage Tree72611 $81.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Connection To City Utility System64240 $81.00 $966.00 $1,047.00 $1,449.00 $1,530.00 $2,000.00
Fire - Non-Compliant Protection Systems64652 $81.00 $460.00 $541.00 $690.00 $771.00 $2,000.00
Animal - Harbored Dangerous Animal65440 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Animal - At Large64111 $81.00 $94.00 $175.00 $141.00 $222.00 $500.00
Other Animal Violation64000 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $500.00
Animal - Fowl At Large65410 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Animal - Small Enclosure (10 or more)65436 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $500.00
Animal - Pen Distance65427 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $500.00
Animal - Small Enclosure (3-9)65435 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $500.00
Animal - Enclosure Too Small64104 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Animal - Dog Enclosure Less Than 50 Feet64102 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $500.00
Animal - Enclosure For 6 Dogs65426 $81.00 $116.00 $197.00 $174.00 $255.00 $500.00
Animal - Livestock Enclosure65421 $81.00 $216.00 $297.00 $324.00 $405.00 $500.00
Animal - Mini Livestock Enclosure Within 10 feet65429 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $500.00
Animal - 2 Or More Fowl Enclosure - Distance65434 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $500.00
Animal - Fowl Pen Distance65420 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $500.00
Animal - Failed To Confine Pigeons65430 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $500.00
Animal - Fowl Enclosure (3-99)65432 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $500.00
Animal - Livestock At Large65611 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $500.00
Animal - Noise64141 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $500.00
Animal - Barking Dog (Citizen)64140 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $500.00
Animal - Failure To Disclose Information64138 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
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Animal - Roadside Sales64135 $81.00 $94.00 $175.00 $141.00 $222.00 $500.00
Animal - Live Commerce64136 $81.00 $194.00 $275.00 $291.00 $372.00 $500.00
Animal - Impoundment Interference64180 $81.00 $120.00 $201.00 $180.00 $261.00 $500.00
Animal - Interference With Impoundment64181 $81.00 $120.00 $201.00 $180.00 $261.00 $500.00
Hunting Wild Game Within City Limits61820 $81.00 $497.00 $578.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Hunting Wild Game Within The City LimitsCC61820 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Animal - Steel Jaw Spring Trap65431 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Animal - Mini Livestock W/In 50 Ft65428 $81.00 $216.00 $297.00 $324.00 $405.00 $500.00
Animal - Hogs, Pigs, Or Swine64133 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $2,000.00
Animal - Improper Care65400 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $2,000.00
Animal -Transporting Animal In A Motor Vehicle65438 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Animal - Keeping Animal In Enclosed Vehicle65437 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Animal - Killing Or Injuring A Bird Or Fowl65405 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Animal - No Current Rabies Vaccination64170 $81.00 $94.00 $175.00 $141.00 $222.00 $500.00
Animal - Dog Unrestrained64120 $81.00 $94.00 $175.00 $141.00 $222.00 $500.00
Animal - Improper Restraint64121 $81.00 $89.00 $170.00 $133.50 $214.50 $500.00
Animal - Dog/Cat In Heat64151 $81.00 $94.00 $175.00 $141.00 $222.00 $500.00
Animal - Dog/Cat Defecation64101 $81.00 $20.00 $101.00 $30.00 $111.00 $500.00
Animal - Vicious/Bitten Or Scratched 364193 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Animal - Vicious Dog64190 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Animal - Vicious - Injury To Other Animal64191 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Animal - Vicious- Vet Affidavit64192 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Apiary Maintenance - Water Source55802 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Apiary Maintenance: Langstroth Type55801 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Apiary Maintenence - Bee Comb55800 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Hive Location55806 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Construction Of Flyway Barrier55805 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Control Of Aggressive Colony55804 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Nucleus Colony55807 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Colony Density55803 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Animal - Interference With Employee64160 $81.00 $120.00 $201.00 $180.00 $261.00 $500.00
Zoning - Adult Peep Show64383 $81.00 $1,016.00 $1,097.00 $1,524.00 $1,605.00 $2,000.00
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Adult Arcade - Adult Oriented Business73715 $81.00 $171.00 $252.00 $256.50 $337.50 $500.00
Preventing Execution - Civil Process66625 $81.00 $304.00 $385.00 $456.00 $537.00 $500.00
Adult Arcade - Opaque Coverings73711 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Adult Arcade - No Managers Station73710 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Adult Arcade - Unobstructed View73708 $81.00 $434.00 $515.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Adult Arcade73712 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Adult Arcade - No Light73730 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Adult Arcade - AIDS Message73713 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Adult Arcade - AIDS Literature73714 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Adult Arcade - Allow Sexual Activity73716 $81.00 $430.00 $511.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Game Room - Access62850 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
BYOB Permit Required66342 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $150.00
Game Room - Windows62852 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
BYOB Operate Outside Hours Of Operation66341 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $150.00
Cab - Certificate Of Registration Required63254 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Cab - Failure To Submit Registration Application63253 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $250.00 $331.00 $250.00
Cab - Restriction On Consumer Credit- Exceeds
20%

63250 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00

Cab - Restriction On Consumer Credit63251 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Cab - Installment Less Than 25% Of Principal63256 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Cab - Exceed Number Of Installments63255 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Cab - Consumer Credit Counseling Referral63252 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $250.00 $331.00 $500.00
Cab - Refinance Or Renewal Of Credit63257 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Game Room -Signage62851 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Game Room - Covered Or Blocked Window62855 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Failed To Display Rental Registration63281 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Failed To Register Rental Property63280 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Failed To Post And Maintain Signs63282 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Rental - Prhibited Occupancy or Lease73216 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Rental - Sign Location Multi-Family73204 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Rental - Signage73207 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
STR-Fail To Provide Local Contact65397 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
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Rental - Change of Information73200 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Rental - Failure to Register73232 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Alarm - Operating Without Permit63310 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $500.00
Alarm - Failed To Respond63320 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Alarm - Activated For Other Purpose63315 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $500.00
Alarm - 15 Minutes63330 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Alarm - Failed To Maintain63335 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Fire - False Burglary Alarm Notification (or similar)64675 $81.00 $162.00 $243.00 $243.00 $324.00 $500.00
Junk Dealer - Failed To Keep Records65702 $81.00 $206.00 $287.00 $309.00 $390.00 $500.00
Failure To Provide Rest Break85500 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Construction Rest Break Signage85501 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Precious Metal Dealer Registration Requirement
Violation

65753 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00

Precious Metal Dealer Logbook Violation65751 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Precious Metal Inspection Refused65754 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Precious Metal Dealer Reporting Requirement
Violation

65750 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00

Precious Metal Dealer Prohibited Transaction65752 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Pawnbroker - Failed To Keep Records65709 $81.00 $206.00 $287.00 $309.00 $390.00 $500.00
Pawnbrokers - Failed To Keep Records65704 $81.00 $206.00 $287.00 $309.00 $390.00 $500.00
Pawnbrokers - Failed To Identify Seller65711 $81.00 $206.00 $287.00 $309.00 $390.00 $500.00
Pawnbroker - Purchased Item Without ID65706 $81.00 $206.00 $287.00 $309.00 $390.00 $500.00
Metal Recycler Failed To Keep Records65715 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Metal Recycler Failed To Report To Dps65716 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Metal Recycler Failed To Report65717 $81.00 $376.00 $457.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Alcohol-Consume In Prohibited Area (Park,
Sidewalk, St.)

66340 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00

Alcohol - Consuming On Premises72810 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Possess, Consume, Sell Alcohol In Prohibited
Park Area

CC66320 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00

Consuming Alcohol In A Public StreetCC66340 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Consuming Alcohol On PremisesCC72810 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Hotel Occupancy Tax-Fail To File Report73510 $81.00 $164.00 $245.00 $246.00 $327.00 $500.00
Air Quality - Charging Bad Refrigeration System64705 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
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Hazmat - Release Of Refrigerants64698 $81.00 $266.00 $347.00 $399.00 $480.00 $2,000.00
Air Quality - Refrigerants66120 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Air Quality - Sale Of Refrigerants66121 $81.00 $522.00 $603.00 $783.00 $864.00 $2,000.00
Excessive Idling - Gvw > 14,000 Pds80460 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - No Storage Permit64680 $81.00 $1,452.00 $1,533.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
DSD - Permit Transfer65216 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
DSD - Failed to Monitor UST65213 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
DSD - Failed to Report Leak or Release65214 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat- Closed Facility64696 $81.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Storage Tank Testing64692 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
DSD - Out of Service Facility Monitoring65215 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
Hazmat - Failed To Report Discharge64693 $81.00 $962.00 $1,043.00 $1,443.00 $1,524.00 $2,000.00
R.O.W. - Planting At Street Corner73432 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $100.00 $181.00 $100.00
R.O.W. - Planting By Fire Hydrant73433 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $100.00 $181.00 $100.00
R.O.W. - Planting By Sidewalk73434 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $100.00 $181.00 $100.00
Removal Or Damage To Public Tree72612 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $100.00 $181.00 $100.00
Water - Facilities - Irrigation Eval72599 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Facilities - Veh Wash Fac Eval72598 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Facilities - Veh Wash Fac Equip72597 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Facilities - Drinking Water72596 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $2,000.00
Water - Facilities- Towel/Linen Reuse72595 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - General - Charity Car Wash72574 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $2,000.00
Water - General - Power Washing72575 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $2,000.00
Water - General - Ornamental Fountain72576 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - General - Foundation72577 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $2,000.00
Water - General - Commercial Devel.72578 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - General - Roadway Or Dust72579 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
WWW -Year Round-Failed To Repair Leak72570 $81.00 $166.00 $247.00 $249.00 $330.00 $2,000.00
Water - Water Waste - Adjustment72581 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Water Waste - Fail To Repair72583 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Water Waste - Broken Head72580 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Water Waste- Misting72582 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
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Water - Water Waste - Runoff72590 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Water Waste - Ponding72591 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Conserv Stage - Irrigation Day72501 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Water - Conserv Stage - Commercial Patio Mister72503 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Conserv Stage - Irrigation Time72502 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 1 - Irrigation Day72504 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 1 - Irrigation Time72505 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 1 - Hose Irrigation Time72506 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 1 - Commercial Patio Mister72507 $81.00 $412.00 $493.00 $618.00 $699.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 1 - Vehicle/Equip Wash72508 $81.00 $312.00 $393.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 2 - Vehicle/Equip Wash72526 $81.00 $412.00 $493.00 $468.00 $549.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 2 - Irrigation Day72530 $81.00 $412.00 $493.00 $618.00 $699.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 2 - Irrigation Time72531 $81.00 $412.00 $493.00 $618.00 $699.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 2 - Charity Car Wash72532 $81.00 $412.00 $493.00 $618.00 $699.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 2 - Hose Irrig Time72533 $81.00 $412.00 $493.00 $618.00 $699.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 2 - Ornamental Fountain72534 $81.00 $412.00 $493.00 $618.00 $699.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 2 - Commercial Patio Mister72535 $81.00 $412.00 $493.00 $618.00 $699.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 3 - Irrigation Day72539 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 3 - Irrigation Time72540 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 3 - Hose Irrigation Time72541 $81.00 $712.00 $793.00 $1,068.00 $1,149.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 3 - Charity Car Wash72542 $81.00 $712.00 $793.00 $1,068.00 $1,149.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 3 - Splash Pad72543 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 3 - Ornamental Fountain72544 $81.00 $712.00 $793.00 $1,068.00 $1,149.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 3 - Commercial Patio Mister72545 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 3 - Fill Spa72546 $81.00 $712.00 $793.00 $1,068.00 $1,149.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 3 - Vehicle/Equip Wash72547 $81.00 $712.00 $793.00 $1,068.00 $1,149.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 4 - Test/Repair/Irrigation System72562 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 4 - Ornamental Fountain72563 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 4 - Fill/Clean/Rinse72564 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 4 - Vehicle/Equip Wash72566 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 4 - Outdoor Surfaces72567 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 4 - Patio Mister72568 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
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Water - Stage 4 - Lawn Chemicals72569 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 4 - Foundation72571 $81.00 $712.00 $793.00 $1,068.00 $1,149.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 4 - Outdoor Vegetation72572 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
Water - Stage 4 - Splash Pad72573 $81.00 $1,200.00 $1,281.00 $1,800.00 $1,881.00 $2,000.00
WWW - Violation Of Xeriscape Variance73875 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $600.00 $681.00 $2,000.00
Health - Pollution Of Colorado65056 $81.00 $986.00 $1,067.00 $1,479.00 $1,560.00 $2,000.00
WPD - Pollutants Discharged73830 $81.00 $687.00 $768.00 $1,030.50 $1,111.50 $2,000.00
Health - Pollution Treatment System65057 $81.00 $986.00 $1,067.00 $1,479.00 $1,560.00 $2,000.00
WWW - No Permit - Marine Sanitation73237 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Pollution Ordinance - Industrial Waste66110 $81.00 $966.00 $1,047.00 $1,449.00 $1,530.00 $2,000.00
WPD - Pollutants In Storm Sewer73808 $81.00 $453.00 $534.00 $679.50 $760.50 $2,000.00
WPD - Storm Sewer Discharge With Permit73820 $81.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,125.00 $1,206.00 $2,000.00
Coal Tar - Use By Owner66203 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Coal Tar - Use By Paver66201 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Coal Tar - Use By Paver With Criminal Neg66202 $81.00 $1,440.00 $1,521.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Coal Tar - Use With Criminal Negligence-Owner66204 $81.00 $940.00 $1,021.00 $1,410.00 $1,491.00 $2,000.00
Coal Tar - Sale Of Product W/Criminal Neg66206 $81.00 $1,440.00 $1,521.00 $2,000.00 $2,081.00 $2,000.00
Coal Tar - Sale Of Product66205 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Utility- No Residential Energy Audit65203 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Utility - Failed To Disclose Energy Audit65201 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $600.00 $681.00 $2,000.00
Utility - Failed To Submit Audit To Director65202 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $600.00 $681.00 $2,000.00
Wildlife Preserve Curfew66311 $81.00 $86.00 $167.00 $129.00 $210.00 $500.00
Park Curfew Violation66310 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Park Curfew ViolationCC66310 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Parks - Remove Wood, Plants, Or Artifact60805 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Parks - Disrupted ActivityCC61705 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Parks - Disrupted Activity61705 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Parks - Remain After Disruption60804 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Parks - Unapproved Use60809 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Parks - Unapproved Use (Special Event)60807 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Parks - Unapproved Special Event60806 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Parks - Failure to Pay Fee/Charge60803 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
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Parks- Unapproved Commercial Activity66312 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Parks - Unapproved Commercial Activity (Special
Event)

66313 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00

Parks - Commercial Use Dock (Special Ev)60800 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Parks - Commercial Use of Boat Dock65577 $81.00 $164.00 $245.00 $246.00 $327.00 $500.00
Parks -Animal At Public Recreation Area60808 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Parks - Fail to Comply/Display Approval60801 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Parks - Unapproved Motor Vehicle or Device32910 $81.00 $136.00 $217.00 $186.00 $267.00 $500.00
Parks - Fail To Display Vehicle Approval60802 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Parks-Fail to Obtain Permit-Sound Equip60816 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Parks - Sound Equipment - Sound Level60814 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Parks - Sound Level - Auditorium Shores60815 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Unauthorized Concession72350 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Burn Restriction Violation Offense60812 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $2,000.00
GT - Bus Fran Viol No Bus Franchise75020 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
GT - Non Compliance W/Business Franchise75010 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Alcohol Prohibited In City Areas66320 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00
Alcohol At Park72310 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00
Sales of Food or Beverages in PRA73410 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $2,000.00
Glass Container Prohibited in PRACC72311 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Glass Container Prohibited in PRA72311 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Boat - No Wake65575 $81.00 $126.00 $207.00 $143.00 $224.00 $500.00
Boat - Flooding Ban Violation65571 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $2,000.00
Tampering with Barrier Prohibited60817 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Bow Fishing Prohibited60811 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Fishing in Lady Bird Lake Prohibited60813 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Fishing from Colorado River BridgeCC66415 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Fishing from Colorado River Bridge66415 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Jumping From Bridge66405 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $240.00 $321.00 $500.00
Jumping From BridgeCC66405 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
No Diving - Campbell'S Hole66435 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Posted Sign - No Diving66407 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $240.00 $321.00 $500.00
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Posted Sign - No DivingCC66407 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Slings & Water Cannons - Watercraft60821 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Slings & Water Cannons - Shoreline60820 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Swimming in Lake Austin60822 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Swimming In Lake - 50 Feet From Shore64435 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Swimming in Lake Long60823 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Swimming In Lady Bird Lake66430 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Swimming In Barton Creek66410 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Swimming in the Colorado River60824 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Prohibited Use Of Pwc On Lake Austin66450 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Inflatable Flotation Devices60819 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Watercraft On Lady Bird Lake Prohibited60826 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Houseboat Or Motorboat on Lady Bird Lake60818 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Watercraft On Lady Bird Lake - Sleeping60825 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Watercraft On Lady Bird Lake - Hours60831 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Watercraft On Lake Long - Hours60832 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Animal - Fail To Register Dangerous Dog65441 $81.00 $214.00 $295.00 $321.00 $402.00 $500.00
Public Nuisance Abandoned Property73238 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00
Health - Nuisance/Vacant Property65073 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Inoperative Junked Vehicle In Sight65075 $81.00 $206.00 $287.00 $309.00 $390.00 $2,000.00
Sound and Music - Permit Violation64931 $81.00 $164.00 $245.00 $246.00 $327.00 $500.00
Noise-Unlawfully Amplifying Sound72410 $81.00 $164.00 $245.00 $246.00 $327.00 $500.00
Noise - No Live Music Permit72415 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $240.00 $321.00 $500.00
Stereo Amplification - NMV20440 $81.00 $66.00 $147.00 $99.00 $180.00 $500.00
Noise Viol. After 10:30 Pm (Co 10-5-2)CC64920 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Noise - After 10:30Pm64920 $81.00 $158.00 $239.00 $237.00 $318.00 $500.00
Noise-Unlawfully Amplifying SoundCC72410 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Stereo Amplification - Vehicle20431 $81.00 $66.00 $147.00 $99.00 $180.00 $500.00
Stereo Amplification - VehicleCC20431 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Stereo Amplification - Watercraft20435 $81.00 $168.00 $249.00 $252.00 $333.00 $500.00
Noise - Over the Permitted DB Limit64912 $81.00 $235.00 $316.00 $353.00 $434.00 $500.00
Noise - Outside of Permitted Time64911 $81.00 $235.00 $316.00 $353.00 $434.00 $500.00
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Noise Violation After 2:00 A.M.CC64930 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Noise - After 2:00 Am64930 $81.00 $158.00 $239.00 $237.00 $318.00 $500.00
Noise OrdinanceCC64910 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Noise - Decibel Level At Business64910 $81.00 $236.00 $317.00 $354.00 $435.00 $500.00
Sound Equipment In Residential Area64925 $81.00 $159.00 $240.00 $238.00 $319.00 $500.00
Camping In A Public PlaceCC62615 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Camping in a Public Area62615NEW $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $204.00 $285.00 $500.00
Open Glass ContainerCC66330 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Open Glass Container - Curfew Area 1-666330 $81.00 $104.00 $185.00 $156.00 $237.00 $500.00
Solicitation - At A Facility 10-1-15 (C)62211 $81.00 $108.00 $189.00 $163.00 $244.00 $500.00
Solicitation62220 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00
SolicitationCC62220_B $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Sitting, Lying Down, Sleeping Outdoors62611 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00
Sitting, Lying Down, Sleeping OutdoorsCC62611_B $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Obstruction in DACC Material EndangerCC65931 $81.00 $60.00 $141.00 $90.00 $171.00 $500.00
Obstruction in DACC Inconv Haz ImpairCC65932 $81.00 $60.00 $141.00 $90.00 $171.00 $500.00
Human WasteCC64450-old $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Human Waste In Public Place64450-old $81.00 $34.00 $115.00 $51.00 $132.00 $500.00
Urinating in Public PlaceCC64450 $81.00 $49.00 $130.00 $49.00 $130.00 $500.00
Defecating in Public PlaceCC64451 $81.00 $49.00 $130.00 $49.00 $130.00 $500.00
Defecating in Public Place64451 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Urinating in Public Place64450 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $100.00 $181.00 $500.00
Manifestation - Prostitution42180 $81.00 $131.00 $212.00 $196.50 $277.50 $500.00
Manifesting - ProstitutionCC42180 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Bathe In Public Fountain66440 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Swimming In Sunken Gardens66420 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Bathe In Public FountainCC66440 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Throwing Object from Mt. Bonnell Park60830 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Throwing Water Or Articles 10-1-14CC60730 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Throwing Water Or Articles60730 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Aid/Assist/Abet Commission Of Offense60100 $81.00 $125.00 $206.00 $187.50 $268.50 $500.00
Disregard Order Of Peace Officer41810 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
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Disregard Order Of A Police OfficerCC41810 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Zoning - Barbed Wire Fence64359 $81.00 $516.00 $597.00 $774.00 $855.00 $2,000.00
Graffiti Prohibited-Property Owner60829 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Graffiti Prohibited-Parent of Minor60828 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
DRUG SOLICITATION ORD VIOLATIONCC61360 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $305.00 $386.00 $500.00
Unsecured Aerosol Paint And Glue60150 $81.00 $220.00 $301.00 $330.00 $411.00 $500.00
Manifestation - Drugs42190 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $201.00 $282.00 $500.00
Manifesting - DrugsCC42190 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Firearms Prohibited on City Premises60827 $81.00 $360.00 $441.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Discharging Pellet Gun In CityCC61811 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Discharge Firearms In City61810 $81.00 $360.00 $441.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Discharge Firearms In CityCC61810 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Discharging Pellet Gun In City61811 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $120.00 $201.00 $500.00
Speeding - City Work Zone - No Workers00114 $81.00 $69.00 $150.00 $103.50 $184.50 $200.00

11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$81.00 $74.00 $192.00 $200.00$155.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$81.00 $79.00 $199.50 $200.00$160.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$81.00 $84.00 $207.00 $200.00$165.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$81.00 $89.00 $214.50 $200.00$170.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$81.00 $94.00 $222.00 $200.00$175.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$81.00 $99.00 $229.50 $200.00$180.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$81.00 $104.00 $237.00 $200.00$185.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$81.00 $109.00 $244.50 $200.00$190.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$81.00 $114.00 $252.00 $200.00$195.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $200.00$81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00$281.00

Speeding - City Work Zone- Workers Present00115 $81.00 $69.00 $150.00 $103.50 $184.50 $400.00
11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$81.00 $74.00 $192.00 $400.00$155.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$81.00 $79.00 $199.50 $400.00$160.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$81.00 $84.00 $207.00 $400.00$165.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$81.00 $89.00 $214.50 $400.00$170.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$81.00 $94.00 $222.00 $400.00$175.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$81.00 $99.00 $229.50 $400.00$180.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$81.00 $104.00 $237.00 $400.00$185.00
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18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$81.00 $109.00 $244.50 $400.00$190.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$81.00 $114.00 $252.00 $400.00$195.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $300.00$81.00 $200.00 $381.00 $400.00$281.00

Speeding - School Zone00135 $81.00 $69.00 $150.00 $103.50 $184.50 $200.00
11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$81.00 $74.00 $192.00 $200.00$155.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$81.00 $79.00 $199.50 $200.00$160.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$81.00 $84.00 $207.00 $200.00$165.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$81.00 $89.00 $214.50 $200.00$170.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$81.00 $94.00 $222.00 $200.00$175.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$81.00 $99.00 $229.50 $200.00$180.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$81.00 $104.00 $237.00 $200.00$185.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$81.00 $109.00 $244.50 $200.00$190.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$81.00 $114.00 $252.00 $200.00$195.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $200.00$81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00$281.00

Speeding - Pedestrian Zone00142 $81.00 $69.00 $150.00 $103.50 $184.50 $200.00
11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$81.00 $74.00 $192.00 $200.00$155.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$81.00 $79.00 $199.50 $200.00$160.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$81.00 $84.00 $207.00 $200.00$165.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$81.00 $89.00 $214.50 $200.00$170.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$81.00 $94.00 $222.00 $200.00$175.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$81.00 $99.00 $229.50 $200.00$180.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$81.00 $104.00 $237.00 $200.00$185.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$81.00 $109.00 $244.50 $200.00$190.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$81.00 $114.00 $252.00 $200.00$195.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $200.00$81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00$281.00

Speeding - Posted City Street00206 $81.00 $69.00 $150.00 $103.50 $184.50 $200.00
11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$81.00 $74.00 $192.00 $200.00$155.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$81.00 $79.00 $199.50 $200.00$160.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$81.00 $84.00 $207.00 $200.00$165.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$81.00 $89.00 $214.50 $200.00$170.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$81.00 $94.00 $222.00 $200.00$175.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$81.00 $99.00 $229.50 $200.00$180.00
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17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$81.00 $104.00 $237.00 $200.00$185.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$81.00 $109.00 $244.50 $200.00$190.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$81.00 $114.00 $252.00 $200.00$195.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $200.00$81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00$281.00

Failed to Provide Action Plan64397 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Fire - No Required Fire Watch64511 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Watershed - Fail To Keep Waterway Free72716 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,000.00
Animal - Interference With Enforcement61425 $81.00 $240.00 $321.00 $360.00 $441.00 $500.00
Rental - Failed to Pay Registration Fee73214 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Rental - Multi-Family Registration73209 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Rental - Single Family Registration73208 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Rental - Sign Location Single Family73203 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Rental - Ownership Change73219 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Watershed - Failed to Allow Inspection73202 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Zoning-Public Nuisance-Inoperable Vehicle64380 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Wrecker - Failure To Remove Debris50021 $81.00 $128.00 $209.00 $192.00 $273.00 $500.00
STR - Occupancy Contrary to Permit64402 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Code - Violation of IPMC Stop Work Order65135 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Code - Violation of IRC Stop Work Order65136 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
STR - Advertising Without Information64398 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
STR - Advertising Without License64399 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
STR - Audible Noise or Music Instrument64400 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
STR - Excess Decibels at Property Line64401 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
STR - Sound Audible Beyond Property Line64403 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
STR - Use Without License64404 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Noise - Violation of Impact Plan64921 $81.00 $235.00 $316.00 $353.00 $434.00 $500.00
Parent Contributing To Nonattendance60790 $81.00 $112.00 $193.00 $168.00 $249.00 $500.00
Failure To Attend School-Child60791 $81.00 $112.00 $193.00 $168.00 $249.00 $500.00
Trespass On School Grounds63421 $81.00 $90.00 $171.00 $135.00 $216.00 $500.00
Gang Related Activity - Education Code60792 $81.00 $124.00 $205.00 $186.00 $267.00 $500.00
Disruption Of Classes61730 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Disruption Of Transportation61755 $81.00 $136.00 $217.00 $204.00 $285.00 $500.00
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Smoking On School Property61715 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00
Trespass - Institution Of Higher Education63422 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Contempt Of Court - Direct99100 $0.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00
Contempt Of Court - Peace Officer99100P $0.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $200.00
Contempt Of Court - Juror99100J $0.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00
Animal - Sale of Dangerous Wild Animal64106 $81.00 $350.00 $431.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Tattoos - Certain Persons Hsc 146 01271045 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Smoking - Selling To Minors - Store72921 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Smoking - Tobacco Sale To Minor72907-Jan2020 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Smoking - Distributing Tobacco To Minor72922-Jan2020 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Smoking - Tobacco Vending Machine72901 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Distribution Of Cigarettes To Minors72920 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Smoking - Free Products To Minors72902 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Possession Of TobaccoCC72930-

Jan2020
$81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00

Possession Of Tobacco72930-Jan2020 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $500.00
Health - Mosquito Harborage64220 $81.00 $966.00 $1,047.00 $1,449.00 $1,530.00 $2,000.00
Solid Waste - Illegal Use Of Private Dumpster65030 $81.00 $116.00 $197.00 $174.00 $255.00 $500.00
Litter:  Dumping At Unapproved Site65087 $81.00 $42.00 $123.00 $63.00 $144.00 $500.00
WWW - Non-Compliant Ossf64280 $81.00 $422.00 $503.00 $633.00 $714.00 $2,000.00
WWW - No Permit For Ossf64260 $81.00 $466.00 $547.00 $699.00 $780.00 $2,000.00
Massage Parlor - Non -Registered Therapist71020 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $240.00 $321.00 $500.00
Massage Parlor - No License71030 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $240.00 $321.00 $500.00
Massage Parlor - No Valid Business License71040 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $240.00 $321.00 $500.00
Massage Parlor - No Permit Displayed71041 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $240.00 $321.00 $500.00
Massage Parlor - Massage Advertised71043 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $240.00 $321.00 $500.00
Possession Of Drug Paraphernalia61355 $81.00 $179.00 $260.00 $268.50 $349.50 $500.00
Possession Of Drug ParaphernaliaCC61355 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Refrigerator Accessible To Child69900 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00
Unlawful Restraint Of Dog64125 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $250.00 $331.00 $250.00
Animal - Attack By Dangerous Dog65443 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Animal - Non-Compliance For Dangerous Dog65442 $81.00 $400.00 $481.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
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Animal - Failed To Quarantine64195 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Animal - Failed To Sterilize64198 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Wrecker - Failed To Timely Notify Owner50093 $81.00 $284.00 $365.00 $426.00 $507.00 $1,500.00
Wrecker - No Cab Card50316 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,500.00
Disorderly Conduct-Threatening Another61040 $81.00 $124.00 $205.00 $186.00 $267.00 $500.00
Theft Refund Fraud - Less Than $10063136 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Attempted Misdemeanor Theft B63120 $81.00 $140.00 $221.00 $210.00 $291.00 $500.00
Attempted Misdemeanor Theft -  BCC63120 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Possession Of Criminal Instrument63210 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Criminal Instrument - Tpc 16.0161520 $81.00 $90.00 $171.00 $135.00 $216.00 $500.00
Criminal Instrument - Tpc 16.01CC61520 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Possession Of Criminal InstrumentCC63210 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Voyeurism63138 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By Threat - Family61231 $81.00 $260.00 $341.00 $390.00 $471.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By Contact-FamilyCC61211 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By Contact-Non FamilyCC61212 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By Threat-FamilyCC61231 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By ThreatCC61230 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $305.00 $386.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By Threat - Non Family61232 $81.00 $260.00 $341.00 $390.00 $471.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By Threat-Non FamilyCC61232 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By Contact61210 $81.00 $260.00 $341.00 $390.00 $471.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By Contact - Family61211 $81.00 $410.00 $491.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By Contact - Non Family61212 $81.00 $410.00 $491.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Simple Assault By ContactCC61210 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Criminal Mischief - Tampering W/Property60709 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Criminal Mischief - Destruction Of Property60710 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Criminal Mischief - Tampering60720 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Criminal Mischief-Destruction Of PropCC60710 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Reckless Destruction Of Property60810 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Reckless Destruction Of PropertyCC60810 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Interference With Railroad Property62620 $81.00 $120.00 $201.00 $180.00 $261.00 $500.00
Interference With Railroad PropertyCC62620 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
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Graffiti65134 $81.00 $60.00 $141.00 $90.00 $171.00 $500.00
Attempted Criminal Trespass63410 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Trespass-Agricultural Land, Tpc 30.05 (E)63420 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
No Report - Comptroller66620 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Attempted Criminal TrespassCC63410 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Trespass by License Holder Concealed Gun72312 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00 $281.00 $500.00
Trespass by License Holder - Open Carry72313 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00 $281.00 $500.00
Theft C - Less Than $10063135 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00
Misdemeanor Theft C - Less Than $100CC63135 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Theft Of Service61510 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Theft Of ServiceCC61510 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Theft By Check72110 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Cable Theft61515 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
False Report Of Missing Child Or Person60930 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
False Report Of Missing Child Or PersonCC60930 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Failed/Refused To Identify60910 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Failure To Identify - RefuseCC60910 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Animal - Interference With Police Animal61221 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Interference With A Police Service AnimalCC61221 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $169.00 $250.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct- Noxious Odor61011 $81.00 $110.00 $191.00 $165.00 $246.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct - Gesture61020 $81.00 $74.00 $155.00 $111.00 $192.00 $500.00
Displayed Firearm - State Law61910 $81.00 $430.00 $511.00 $645.00 $726.00 $2,000.00
Disorderly Conduct-Noxious OdorCC61011 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct-Gesture P.C. 42 01CC61020 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct- Indecent Exposure61030 $81.00 $140.00 $221.00 $210.00 $291.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct-Indecent Exposure #CC61030 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct - Window Peeping61070 $81.00 $280.00 $361.00 $420.00 $501.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct - Window PeepingCC61070 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct-Threatening AnotherCC61040 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct -  Excess Noise - Private61050 $81.00 $120.00 $201.00 $180.00 $261.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct - Noise61080 $81.00 $124.00 $205.00 $186.00 $267.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct-Excess Noise-PrivateCC61050 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
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Disorderly Conduct - Abusive Language61010 $81.00 $124.00 $205.00 $186.00 $267.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct-Abusive LanguageCC61010 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct - Look Into Private Area61075 $81.00 $280.00 $361.00 $420.00 $501.00 $500.00
Public NoiseCC61080 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Attempted Harassment Obscene Communication61728 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Attempted Harassment Threat Bodily Injury61722 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Attempted Harassment Convey False Report61717 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Attempted Harassment Repeated Telephone61727 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Attempted Harassment Fail to Disengage61718 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Attempted Harassment Permit Phone Use61716 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Attempted Harrassment Repeated Electronic
Communication

61726 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00

Laser Pointer At Safety Officer61950 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Use Of Laser PointersCC61950 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Illuminate Aircraft By Intense Light73275 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Displayed Or Distributed Obscene Material73705 $81.00 $103.00 $184.00 $154.50 $235.50 $500.00
Lewd Dancing70810 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $240.00 $321.00 $500.00
Transmission Of Material Depicting Minor61001 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Location-Restricted Knife-under 1863137 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $500.00
Firearm Accessible To Child61620 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $500.00
Firearm Accessible To ChildCC61620 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Betting At Cards Or Dice70110 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Gambling - Cards, Dice, Balls, Or Gambling
Devices

62830 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00

Gaming - Cards; Dice; Or BallsCC62830 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Camping - State Law60211 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $231.00 $312.00 $500.00
Camping - State LawCC60211 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Public Intoxication - PaintCC60130 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Public Intoxication60110 $81.00 $174.00 $255.00 $261.00 $342.00 $500.00
Public Intoxication - Paint60130 $81.00 $174.00 $255.00 $261.00 $342.00 $500.00
Public IntoxicationCC60110 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Open Container Motor Vehicle Pc 49.031CC03511 $81.00 $169.00 $250.00 $44.00 $125.00 $500.00
Open Container Motor Vehicle-Driver03511 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
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Open Container Motor Vehicle-Passenger03512 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct - FightingCC61060 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Disorderly Conduct- Fighting61060 $81.00 $224.00 $305.00 $336.00 $417.00 $500.00
Child In Vehicle-Unattended33413 $81.00 $244.00 $325.00 $366.00 $447.00 $500.00
Failure To Appear - Collision70220 $81.00 $109.00 $190.00 $163.50 $244.50 $500.00
Abusive/Silent Calls To 9112906 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00
Vessel Livery With No Number Certificate43039 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Unregistered/Expired Registration43001 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
WSA - No Certificate Of Number43002 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Improper Number Pattern43003 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Fail To Display Number/Decal43004 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - Improper Number On Bow43005 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Defaced Or Altered Number43007 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - Wrong Number Displayed43006 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - Unauthorized Numbers Prohibited43008 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Lights On Vessel Or Motorboats43009 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Sound - Producing Devices On Motorboat43010 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Number Of Life Preservers43014 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - No Throwable Device (Type Iv)43015 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - No Life Preserver- Under Age 1343011 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - No Life Preservers - Everyone Under 1343013 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - Allowed No Life Preserver - Under Age 1343012 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - Pfd Not Readily Accessible43016 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - No Fire Extinguisher43017 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Ineffective Fire Extinguisher43018 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Fire Extinguisher Not Readily Accessible43019 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Tow Skier W/O Rearview43020 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Rearview Mirror Violation43021 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Reckless Or Negligent Operation43022 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
WSA - Excessive Speed43023 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
WSA - Hazardous Wake Or Wash43024 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
WSA - Circular Course: Water Activities43025 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
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WSA - Interference With Markers Or Ramps43026 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Obstructing Passage - River Or Channel43027 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Obstructing Boat Ramp43028 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Operating Boats In Restricted Area43029 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
WSA - Operate Too Fast Near Scuba Diving Area43031 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
WSA - Operate Within 50 Feet Of Scuba Diving
Area

43030 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00

WSA - Water Ski During Prohibited Hours43032 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
WSA - Personal Watercraft Violation43033 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
WSA - Operate PWC W/O Lanyard43045 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Underage Operation Of Motorboat43034 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - No Boater Education Course43041 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Vessel Livery Fail To Acquire Signature43042 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Rent Vessel W/O Proper Instruction43043 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - Water Safety Vessels: Lights43035 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
WSA - Response To Police Water Safety Vessel43036 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - Imprudent Operation While Towing43044 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - Excess Passengers43037 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
WSA - No Water Safety Inspection43040 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Operating Vessel Livery W/O Insurance43038 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Unsolicited Sending of Explicit Material61002 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $375.00 $456.00 $500.00
Zoning - Short - Term Rental Type 1 No License65398 $81.00 $570.00 $651.00 $855.00 $936.00 $2,000.00
Health - Cigarettes - Individual Sale65074 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $100.00 $181.00 $100.00
Hazmat - Not Marked As Hazardous81001 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
No Sales Tax Permit66610 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Hazmat - Shut-Off Valve Wired Open84003 $81.00 $480.00 $561.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Hazmat - Uncertified Cargo Tank84019 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Placarding-Hm Class Not Perm On Subsid82006 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Placarding-Dangerous Plac/Improper Use82004 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Defective Emergency Flow Control84020 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Sequence Of Entries81007 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Packing Group On Papers81011 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
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Placarding-Prohibited Placarding82003 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Unmonitored Emergency Response No.
(or similar)

81004 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00

Hazmat - Emergency Response Phone No. w/No
Knowledgeable Person (or similar)

81006 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00

Hazmat - Improperly Marked81013 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Placarding-Improper Class ID Number82011 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Hazmat - Improper Product Compatability84001 $81.00 $480.00 $561.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Hazmat - No Fusible Link To Emergency Shut-Off84002 $81.00 $480.00 $561.00 $500.00 $581.00 $500.00
Placarding-Bulk Placard, Plac Req/Excep82010 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Counterfeit Instrument10730 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Failure To Pay Public Transportation Fare73120 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
Alcohol - Consume Where Prohibited-Transit
Authority

72815 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $500.00

Disregarded Barricade - Motorized Vehicle33460 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Disregard Barricade - Workers Present33462 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $400.00
NMV - Disregarded Barricade33459 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failure To Obtain Texas Title40055 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
Execution Of Transfer Documents40075 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00
CMV - Wrong Plate80350 $81.00 $120.00 $201.00 $180.00 $261.00 $200.00
CMV - Unauthorized Travel In Texas40070 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
Unregistered Motor Vehicle40050 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
Unregistered Motor Vehicle Out Of State40060 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
License Plate - No Front/Rear Plate40040 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $66.00 $147.00 $200.00
Registration - Failed To Display On Non-
Passenger Vehicle

40185 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $66.00 $147.00 $200.00

Expired Registration40101 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
Obscured License Plate40130 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $66.00 $147.00 $200.00
Misuse Of Combination Plate40105 $81.00 $104.00 $185.00 $156.00 $237.00 $200.00
License Plate For Different Vehicle40110 $81.00 $120.00 $201.00 $180.00 $261.00 $200.00
Wrong License Plate Or Registration40112 $81.00 $116.00 $197.00 $174.00 $255.00 $200.00
Vehicle Sales Unlicensed65950 $81.00 $116.00 $197.00 $174.00 $255.00 $500.00
Dealer - No Vehicle Title Assignment40175 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $100.00
Motorcycle - Expired Buyers Plate40031 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
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Updated/Altered Buyers Plates40120 $81.00 $124.00 $205.00 $186.00 $267.00 $200.00
Expired Buyers Plate40030 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
Dealer Illegal Issuance Buyers Tag65970 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $5,000.00
Misuse Of Buyers Tag40135 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $66.00 $147.00 $200.00
Misuse Dealer Plate/Against Dealer40150 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $66.00 $147.00 $200.00
Dealer - Misuse Of Dealer Plate Or Tag40151 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $100.00
Dealer - Allowing Misuse Of Buyer Plate40160 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $66.00 $147.00 $200.00
Driver Misuse Of Dealer Plate40170 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
Dealer - Failed To Remove Out-Of-State Plates65955 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $5,000.00
Dealer - Failed To Remove Out-Of-State Plate65956 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
Dealer - Operating W/Out-Of-State Plates65960 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $5,000.00
Dealer - No General Distinguishing Number65965 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $5,000.00
Unregistered Vehicle-Trailer/Motorcycle40020 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
Updated/Altered Buyers Plate28091 $81.00 $94.00 $175.00 $141.00 $222.00 $200.00
Altered License Plate40113 $81.00 $124.00 $205.00 $186.00 $267.00 $200.00
Deceptively Similar License Plate40192 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Expired Driver License - Operator (Non-
Commercial)

25910 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00

No Drivers License10311 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
No Driver License 2nd Offense10320 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $172.00 $253.00 $200.00
FICTITIOUS/ALTERED DRIVERS LICENSECC11010 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00
Failed To Display Driver License26310 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Failed To Obtain Tx Drivers License10350 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00
Failed To Change Name/Address On ID Cert26350 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Failed To Change Name/Address On Dl26410 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Driver License - Wrong Class10330 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Drivers Lic Rest - Code C - Daytime10690 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Drivers Lic Rest - Code S - Hearing Aid10665 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Driver License Rest Code J No 18 Yr Mc Dri10680 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
No Driver License - Motorcycle11210 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
No Driver License - Motorcycle - 2nd11220 $81.00 $120.00 $201.00 $180.00 $261.00 $200.00
No Drivers Lic Motor Assisted Bike11230 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
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Drivers Lic Rest - Code E - No Interstates10601 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00
Driver Lic Rest - Code D, Exceeding 45 Mph10602 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Driver License Restriction A (No Glasses)10610 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Driver License Restrictions A & B10630 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00
Driver License Restriction R10640 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Driver Lic Rest - Code W - Power Steer10641 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Driver License Restriction P -Too Many
Passengers

10647 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00

Drivers Lic Rest - Mechanical Attach10655 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Driver License Rest - Prohibited Hours10691 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Driver License Restriction B - Permit Only Without
Adult

10620 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00

Driver License Restriction K- Moped10651 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Failure To Carry Court Order-Occl Dl28510 $131.00 $70.00 $201.00 $105.00 $236.00 $200.00
Drivers Lic Rest - Interlock Device Required10605 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Presented License Of Another(Class B)10520 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00
Possess Fictitious Document Under 2110740 $81.00 $180.00 $261.00 $270.00 $351.00 $500.00
Possess Fictitious Document Under 21CC10740 $81.00 $0.00 $81.00 $294.00 $375.00 $500.00
Driver License - Deceptively Similar10340 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00
Driving While License Invalid - Suspended10315 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Driving While License Invalid - Prohibition Order10316 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Allow Unlicensed Driver To Drive40320 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Permitting Unauthorized Person To Drive40330 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
Employed Unlicensed Driver40340 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
CMV - Speed Over 15 Mph Over Speed Limit00290 $134.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
CDL - Class B Violation80313 $81.00 $80.00 $161.00 $120.00 $201.00 $200.00
CDL - No Double/Triple80315 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - Under 21 Years Old80311 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CDL - Restriction L Violation80312 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Expired Driver License - Commercial26010 $81.00 $70.00 $151.00 $105.00 $186.00 $200.00
CDL - Driver Out Of Service80307 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Permitting Illegal Operation Of Vehicle00090 $134.00 $62.00 $196.00 $93.00 $227.00 $200.00
Disregarded Order Of School Crossing Guard42160 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $500.00
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Posted Sign - No Left Turn01420 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Do Not Enter Intersection01310 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Do Not Enter01340 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Exit Only01350 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Keep Off Median01360 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Road Closed01411 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Do Not Cross White Line/Strip01413 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Turn Only - Right / Left /
Turnaround

01430 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00

Posted Sign - Must Enter Freeway01431 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - No Left / Right / Straight Traffic01450 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - No Left Turn Into Private Drive01470 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Traffic Control Device02840 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failure To Proceed Through Green Light02915 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Lane Ends/Merge05904 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - No Stopping05905 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Commercial Vehicles Only05906 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - No U Turn05909 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Right Turn Or Straight Only05910 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Right Turn On Red00520 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Ran Stop Sign - No Intersecting Street00615 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Ran Red Light00710 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Ran Red Light At Midblock00720 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Failed To Stop At Proper Place-Light-Intersection00730 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Ran Red Light - Not An Intersection00740 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - No Right/Left On Red Light00750 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Ran Red Light - At Private Drive00770 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Ran Red Light - From Private Drive00771 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - No Left Turn - Private Drive/Hrs01150 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Ran Red Light42220 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
NMV - Ran Flashing Red Light42221 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Flashing Red Light00550 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
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Ran Flashing Red Light00630 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Ran Flashing Red Light - Private Drive00631 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Ran Red Flashing Light-Not At Intersection00741 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Disregarded Flashing Yellow Light00810 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - No Right/Left/Straight - Posted Sign42228 $134.00 $46.00 $180.00 $69.00 $203.00 $200.00
Failed To Stop At Designated Point-Stop Sign00620 $134.00 $46.00 $180.00 $69.00 $203.00 $200.00
Failed To Stop - Inoperable Light00635 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Left Turn Or Straight Only05911 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Wrong Side Of Road - Not Passing - 2 Lanes01520 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Wrong Side Of Road - Highway01610 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Slower Vehicle Failed To Keep Right08310 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failure To Yield One-Half Roadway01510 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Cut In After Passing02220 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Passing In No Passing Zone42222 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Passing On Left01810 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Passing In No Passing Zone01910 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Passing In Left Turn Or Center Lane01920 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Wrong Side Of Rd-With 100 Feet Of Inters01530 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Passing To Right - Not In Safety02010 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Passing In Center Lane08910 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Driving On Unimproved Shoulder33482 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Driving On Improved Right Shoulder33480 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Driving On Improved Left Shoulder33481 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - One Way01620 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Unsafe Movement Left/Right01410 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Unsafe Lane Change00910 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Drive In Marked Lanes01010 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Misuse Of Center Lane08920 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield When Moving Right00585 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Following Too Closely - Collision01710 $134.00 $176.00 $310.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Following Too Closely - Non-Collision01715 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $90.00 $224.00 $200.00
Failed To Maintain Assured Clear Distance-Non01720 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
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Collision
Failed To Maintain Assured Clear Distance-
Collision

01725 $134.00 $176.00 $310.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00

NMV - Fail To Maintain Assured Clear Distance42202 $81.00 $66.00 $147.00 $99.00 $180.00 $200.00
NMV - Wrong Side Of Road 4 Lanes42229 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Wrong Side Of Road - 4 Lanes01540 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Crossing Physical Barrier02810 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Vehicle Crossing Prohibited32255 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Drove Truck In Restricted Lane33483 $134.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Drove Onto/Off Restricted Access Highway02830 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Riding Device On Roadway33412 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
Passing A School Bus02120 $134.00 $502.00 $636.00 $753.00 $887.00 $1,250.00
Passing A School Bus - Separate Roadways02130 $134.00 $502.00 $636.00 $753.00 $887.00 $1,250.00
Improper Left Turn-Exit01120 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Improper Right/Left Turn - Posted 7-9/4-601130 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Improper Right Turn - Approach01210 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Improper Right Turn - Wide Right01230 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Improper Left Turn - Approach42219 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV -  Unsafe Turn Or Movement42218 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Improper Right Turn Exit42232 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Improper Left Turn42233 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - U-Turn00514 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Improper Left Turn-Approach01110 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Improper Turn - Unsafe01140 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Turn and Move Only in Safety00541 $134.00 $100.00 $234.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00
NMV - Failure To Signal Intent42230 $134.00 $46.00 $180.00 $69.00 $203.00 $200.00
Improper Use Of Turn Signal20206 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Failed To Signal Intent To Change Lanes02330 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Wrong Signal Of Intent02320 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Signal Intent - Parked Position02331 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Motorcycle - No Front Turn Indicators17210 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Motorcycle - No Rear Turn Indicators17220 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
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No Turn Signals On Trailer17231 $134.00 $76.00 $210.00 $114.00 $248.00 $200.00
Failed To Signal Intent To Turn02310 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Intersection W/No Device00510 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - T-Intersection00511 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Crossover00512 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Intersection W/Device00513 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Yield Sign00570 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Ran Stop Sign00610 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
BI - Failed to Yield - Stop Sign00531 $134.00 $1,000.00 $1,134.00 $1,500.00 $1,634.00 $2,000.00
BI - Failed to Yield - From Private Drive or Alley00532 $134.00 $1,000.00 $1,134.00 $1,500.00 $1,634.00 $2,000.00
BI - Failed to Yield - Intersection with Device00533 $134.00 $1,000.00 $1,134.00 $1,500.00 $1,634.00 $2,000.00
BI - Failed to Yield - Into Private Drive or Alley00534 $134.00 $1,000.00 $1,134.00 $1,500.00 $1,634.00 $2,000.00
BI - Failed to Yield - Left Turn Intersection00535 $134.00 $1,000.00 $1,134.00 $1,500.00 $1,634.00 $2,000.00
SBI - Failed to Yield - Intersection with Device00536 $134.00 $2,000.00 $2,134.00 $3,000.00 $3,134.00 $4,000.00
SBI - Failed to Yield - Into Private Drive or Alley00537 $134.00 $2,000.00 $2,134.00 $3,000.00 $3,134.00 $4,000.00
SBI - Failed to Yield - Left Turn Intersection00538 $134.00 $2,000.00 $2,134.00 $3,000.00 $3,134.00 $4,000.00
SBI - Failed to Yield - Stop Sign00539 $134.00 $2,000.00 $2,134.00 $3,000.00 $3,134.00 $4,000.00
SBI - Failed to Yield - From Private Drive or Alley00542 $134.00 $2,000.00 $2,134.00 $3,000.00 $3,134.00 $4,000.00
Failed To Yield Into Private Drive00580 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Left Turn Intersection00540 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Failure To Yield - Left Turn42213 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield From Private Drive Or Alley00560 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Failure To Yield To Emergency Vehicle42234 $134.00 $100.00 $234.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00
Failure To Yield To Emergency Vehicle00590 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Passing Authorized Emergency Vehicle00591 $134.00 $116.00 $250.00 $174.00 $308.00 $200.00
Driving Over Firehose33410 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Obstructed Drivers View-Passengers16010 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Obstructed Drivers View-2 Pers In Driver16011 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Obstructed View16000 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
Failure To Proceed Safely At Rr Crossing02911 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Disregarded Railroad Crossing Device Or
Signal

02909 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
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Disregarded Railroad Crossing Device Or Signal02910 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failure To Stop 15 Feet From Rr Crossing02912 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - From Private Drive/Alley01473 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
GT - Horse Drawn Veh Blocking Crosswalk31530 $81.00 $102.00 $183.00 $153.00 $234.00 $200.00
NMV - Operate On Sidewalk42252 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Posted Sign - Do Not Block Intersection32010 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Stop, Stand, Or Park In An Intersection32020 $134.00 $100.00 $234.00 $150.00 $284.00 $250.00
Parking Near Railroad Crossing32023 $134.00 $100.00 $234.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00
Parking - Loading Zone00424 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Other - Reserved City Lot00430 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Within 15' Of A Fire Hydrant00441 $5.00 $35.00 $40.00 $65.00 $70.00 $65.00
Stopping On Main Highway02710 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Stopping On Railroad Track02913 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Standing or Parking in Front of Driveway32005 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Parking - Double Parked00425 $5.00 $35.00 $40.00 $65.00 $70.00 $65.00
Parking - No Parking Area00433 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Standing Or Parking In Prohibited Place32022 $134.00 $100.00 $234.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00
Parking - On Sidewalk Area00432 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $200.00
Parking - Other - On Railroad Track00428 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Within 20' Of Crosswalk00429 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Blocking Crosswalk - Traffic33411 $134.00 $70.00 $204.00 $105.00 $239.00 $200.00
Parking - Other - Safety Zone00426 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $40.00 $45.00 $40.00
Parking - Other - Bridge/Elevated Structure00427 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Other - Within 30' Of Traffic Signal41236 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Other - Fire Station Entrance00431 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Other - W/I 50' Of Railroad Crossing00449 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Within An Intersection00415 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Parallel Only41299 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Left Wheel To Curb00422 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Parking - Over 18 Inches From Curb00423 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Moving Vehicle Of Another33420 $134.00 $50.00 $184.00 $75.00 $209.00 $200.00
CMV - Improper Reflector Mounting80652 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
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Accelerating Through Intersection33450 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Control Speed - Urban00210 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Control Speed - Posted00220 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Imprudent Speed00280 $134.00 $112.00 $246.00 $168.00 $302.00 $200.00
Speeding - State Work Zone - No Workers00116 $134.00 $69.00 $203.00 $103.50 $237.50 $200.00

11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$134.00 $74.00 $245.00 $200.00$208.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$134.00 $79.00 $252.50 $200.00$213.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$134.00 $84.00 $260.00 $200.00$218.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$134.00 $89.00 $267.50 $200.00$223.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$134.00 $94.00 $275.00 $200.00$228.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$134.00 $99.00 $282.50 $200.00$233.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$134.00 $104.00 $290.00 $200.00$238.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$134.00 $109.00 $297.50 $200.00$243.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$134.00 $114.00 $305.00 $200.00$248.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $200.00$134.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00$334.00

Speeding - State Work Zone - Workers00117 $134.00 $69.00 $203.00 $103.50 $237.50 $400.00
11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$134.00 $74.00 $245.00 $400.00$208.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$134.00 $79.00 $252.50 $400.00$213.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$134.00 $84.00 $260.00 $400.00$218.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$134.00 $89.00 $267.50 $400.00$223.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$134.00 $94.00 $275.00 $400.00$228.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$134.00 $99.00 $282.50 $400.00$233.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$134.00 $104.00 $290.00 $400.00$238.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$134.00 $109.00 $297.50 $400.00$243.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$134.00 $114.00 $305.00 $400.00$248.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $300.00$134.00 $200.00 $434.00 $400.00$334.00

Speeding - State Highway00160 $134.00 $69.00 $203.00 $103.50 $237.50 $200.00
11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$134.00 $74.00 $245.00 $200.00$208.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$134.00 $79.00 $252.50 $200.00$213.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$134.00 $84.00 $260.00 $200.00$218.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$134.00 $89.00 $267.50 $200.00$223.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$134.00 $94.00 $275.00 $200.00$228.00
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16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$134.00 $99.00 $282.50 $200.00$233.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$134.00 $104.00 $290.00 $200.00$238.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$134.00 $109.00 $297.50 $200.00$243.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$134.00 $114.00 $305.00 $200.00$248.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $200.00$134.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00$334.00

Speeding - State Highway  - Less Than 10% Over
Limit

00291 $134.00 $69.00 $203.00 $103.50 $237.50 $200.00

11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$134.00 $74.00 $245.00 $200.00$208.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$134.00 $79.00 $252.50 $200.00$213.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$134.00 $84.00 $260.00 $200.00$218.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$134.00 $89.00 $267.50 $200.00$223.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$134.00 $94.00 $275.00 $200.00$228.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$134.00 $99.00 $282.50 $200.00$233.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$134.00 $104.00 $290.00 $200.00$238.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$134.00 $109.00 $297.50 $200.00$243.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$134.00 $114.00 $305.00 $200.00$248.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $200.00$134.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00$334.00

Failure To Set Handbrake20020 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Leaving Vehicle Unattended31810 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Following Emergency Vehicle33110 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Wrecker - No White Flag23320 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Wrecker - Connection Not Strong Enough23330 $134.00 $182.00 $316.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Improper Load - Unsecured Trailer33441 $134.00 $70.00 $204.00 $105.00 $239.00 $200.00
No Seat Belt - Child Under 803115 $134.00 $51.00 $185.00 $76.50 $210.50 $250.00
No Seat Belt- Driver03210 $134.00 $50.00 $184.00 $50.00 $184.00 $50.00
No Seat Belt - Passenger03310 $134.00 $50.00 $184.00 $50.00 $184.00 $50.00
No Seat Belt-Child 8-16 Years Old03411 $134.00 $100.00 $234.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00
Child On Flatbed Truck/Trailer22120 $134.00 $61.00 $195.00 $91.00 $225.00 $200.00
Child In Open Truck Bed22110 $134.00 $62.00 $196.00 $93.00 $227.00 $500.00
Motorcycle - Moped-Too Many Riders11910 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Motorcycle - Too Many Riders/Passenger11911 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Motorcycle - Carrying Child Under 511915 $134.00 $100.00 $234.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00
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Motorcycle - Improper Riding11920 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Opening Car Door Into Traffic32110 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Driving Motor Vehicle On Sidewalk31510 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Crossing Property To Turn Right Or Left32210 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Crossing Property - Non - Motor Vehicle32215 $134.00 $30.00 $164.00 $45.00 $179.00 $200.00
Crossing Property Without Stopping32250 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Driver License Rest. - Driver Under 1810670 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $200.00
Driver License Restriction G - Time Of Day10603 $134.00 $70.00 $204.00 $100.00 $234.00 $200.00
Use Wireless Device While Driving - Under 1810695 $134.00 $70.00 $204.00 $105.00 $239.00 $200.00
School Zone - Wireless Device Use09001 $134.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Electronic Messaging While Driving01051 $134.00 $75.00 $209.00 $99.00 $233.00 $99.00
School Property - Wireless Device Use09002 $134.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Operated Or Moved Unsafe Vehicle41320 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Defective Tires41440 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
NMV - No Taillamps42243 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Towing - Insufficient Strength51012 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Improper Use Of Lights20200 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
Trailer - No Safety Chains23340 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Towing With Safety Chains - 6701D 106A23345 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Driving Without Lights20210 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
License Plate - Illegal Illuminated Device40131 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $66.00 $147.00 $200.00
Red Light In Front Center Of Vehicle20155 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Red Light In Front Center27610 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Flashing Lights To Front27710 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Led Lighting Equipment On A Motorcycle17211 $134.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Defective Headlights20110 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Improper Color Headlamp20111 $134.00 $75.00 $209.00 $112.50 $246.50 $250.00
Headlight Height20115 $134.00 $50.00 $184.00 $75.00 $209.00 $200.00
No Headlights20120 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
No Headlights/Taillights On Motorcycle20140 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Wrecker - No Rear Tail Lights51010 $134.00 $56.00 $190.00 $84.00 $218.00 $200.00
Defective License Plate Light20320 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
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No Brake Lights Violation20310 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
No Brake Lights On Trailer20330 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Defective Turn Signal17230 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
No Reflectors On Vehicle20152 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
CMV - Spot Lamp Violation80601 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Too Many Fog Lamps20202 $134.00 $40.00 $174.00 $60.00 $194.00 $200.00
CMV - No Auxiliary Passing Lamp80602 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
CMV - No Auxiliary Driving Lamp80603 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
Failed To Dim Headlights20220 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
No Beam Indicator27510 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
CMV - No Rear Clearance/Id Lamps80610 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Reflector Visibility For 600 feet80651 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Defective Clearance Lamps17710 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
CMV - 2 Red Reflectors At Rear80653 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Extended Load - Lamp Violation80690 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Extended Load - Flag Violation80691 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
No Flags On Load22410 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Parked/Stopped Without Lights20211 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
CMV - No Lamps On Parked Vehicle80614 $81.00 $90.00 $171.00 $135.00 $216.00 $200.00
Defective Equipment - Parking Light20125 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Brake - Trailer Brake80827 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
Defective Brakes20010 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Motorcycle - Defective Brakes21311 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Defective Emergency Brakes20030 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Brake - No Breakaway Brake20015 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Trailer - No Automatic Trailer Brake23350 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Unreasonably Loud Warning Device20412 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
No Horn20515 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Unnecessary Use Of Horn20410 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
No Rearview Mirror20610 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Motorcycle - Mirror Violation23010 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Defective Muffler - Excessive Noise41410 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
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Excessive Smoke From Exhaust41420 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Defective Exhaust - Excessive Smoke41455 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $350.00
Defective Exhaust - No Muffler41450 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
No Mud Flaps41310 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Windshield Tinting - No Label33493 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
TV In View Of Driver25010 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Driving On Metal Tire20605 $134.00 $106.00 $240.00 $159.00 $293.00 $200.00
Obstructed Drivers View-Sunscreen16020 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Obstructed Drivers View-Affixed Material16030 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Window Obstruction33495 $134.00 $40.00 $174.00 $60.00 $194.00 $200.00
Windshield Tinting Beyond Five Inches33491 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
School Bus - Failed To Signal Loading/Unload20420 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
No Slow Moving Vehicle Emblem22405 $134.00 $162.00 $296.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Inspection Sticker - Expired20510 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Expired Trailer Inspection Sticker20511 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
Inspection Sticker - Fail To Display20540 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
Inspection Sticker - Not Valid On Motorcycle20541 $81.00 $36.00 $117.00 $54.00 $135.00 $200.00
CMV - No Surety Bond80007 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Failure To Display State Inspection20530 $81.00 $66.00 $147.00 $99.00 $180.00 $200.00
CMV - Motor Carrier Safety Regulation $20080005 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Motor Carrier Safety Regulation $7580002 $81.00 $60.00 $141.00 $90.00 $171.00 $200.00
CMV - Motor Carrier Safety Regulation $10080003 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Motor Carrier Safety Regulation $13080004 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $200.00
Leaving Scene Of Collision31910 $134.00 $176.00 $310.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Failed To Remove Vehicle33415 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failure To Remove Vehicle - Non Freeway33416 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Striking Structure, Fixture, Landscaping33485 $134.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Failure To Report Accident31960 $134.00 $96.00 $230.00 $144.00 $278.00 $200.00
NMV - Wrong Way One Way42209 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Failed To Ride Bicycle In Lane42224 $134.00 $46.00 $180.00 $69.00 $203.00 $200.00
NMV - Improper Right Turn Approach42231 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - Improper Riding On Bicycle42207 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
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NMV - Overloaded Bicycle42270 $134.00 $46.00 $180.00 $69.00 $203.00 $200.00
NMV - Improper Operation Of Bicycle42275 $134.00 $60.00 $194.00 $90.00 $224.00 $200.00
NMV - Bicycle Failed To Ride To Right Side42225 $134.00 $46.00 $180.00 $69.00 $203.00 $200.00
NMV - Riding More Than Two Abreast42226 $134.00 $46.00 $180.00 $69.00 $203.00 $200.00
NMV - On Wrong (Left) Side Of Roadway42206 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
NMV - Operate Bicycle Without Lights42240 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
NMV - Operate NMV With No Brake42242 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
NMV - No Rear Reflector42241 $134.00 $46.00 $180.00 $69.00 $203.00 $200.00
Pocket Bike On Roadway, Sidewalk42265 $134.00 $59.00 $193.00 $88.50 $222.50 $200.00
Golf Cart On Public Street08401 $134.00 $100.00 $234.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00
Pedestrian Walking Against Light42130 $72.00 $48.00 $120.00 $72.00 $144.00 $500.00
Pedestrian Walking Against LightCC42130 $72.00 $0.00 $72.00 $53.00 $125.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Pedestrian With Walk Signal02530_A $134.00 $65.90 $199.90 $98.90 $232.90 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Pedestrian With Walk Signal02530 $134.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
NMV - Fail To Yield Row To Pedestrian42223 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Pedestrian In Crosswalk02510 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Pedestrian Crossing MidblockCC42140 $72.00 $0.00 $72.00 $53.00 $125.00 $200.00
Pedestrian Failed To Yield Row42170 $72.00 $104.00 $176.00 $156.00 $228.00 $200.00
Pedestrian Failed To Yield RowCC42170 $72.00 $0.00 $72.00 $53.00 $125.00 $200.00
Pedestrian Crossing Midblock42140 $72.00 $104.00 $176.00 $156.00 $228.00 $200.00
Pedestrian On Roadway-Walking42150 $72.00 $154.00 $226.00 $231.00 $303.00 $500.00
Pedestrian On RoadwayCC42150 $72.00 $0.00 $72.00 $53.00 $125.00 $200.00
Pedestrian On Wrong Side Of Roadway42115 $72.00 $100.00 $172.00 $150.00 $222.00 $200.00
Solicitation By Pedestrian In Roadway - State
Law

62215 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00

Solicitation For Guarding Car62216 $134.00 $114.00 $248.00 $171.00 $305.00 $200.00
Solicitation By Pedestrian For Guarding CarsCC62216 $134.00 $0.00 $134.00 $53.00 $187.00 $200.00
Failed To Maintain Financial Responsibility04920 $81.00 $184.00 $265.00 $276.00 $357.00 $350.00
Failed To Maintain Financial Resp w/ Prior
Conviction

04930 $81.00 $404.00 $485.00 $606.00 $687.00 $1,000.00

Registration - No Commercial Receipt40180 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
Weight Limit-Viol (Axle Group Formula)80951 $81.00 $90.00 $171.00 $135.00 $216.00 $200.00
CMV - Concrete Truck:  Single Axle I-35 Over56035 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
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20,000 Lbs
Weight Limit-Over 20000 Lbs One Axle80953 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Weight Limit-Over Gross Weight 80000 Lb80950 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Weight:  Tandem Axle (Less Than 2,500
Lbs)

80962 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $150.00

CMV - Weight: Tandem Axle (2,500 - 5,000 Lbs)80963 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,000.00
CMV - Weight:  Single Axle (Less Than 2,500
Lbs)

80967 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $150.00

CMV - Weight: Single Axle (2,500 - 5,000 Lbs)80968 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,000.00
CMV - Weight:  Single Axle (More Than 5,000
Lbs)

80969 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,500.00

CMV - Weight:  Gross Weight (20,001 - 40,000
Lbs)

80976 $81.00 $5,000.00 $5,081.00 $7,000.00 $7,081.00 $7,000.00

CMV - Weight:  Gross Weight (10,001 - 20,000
Lbs)

80977 $81.00 $2,500.00 $2,581.00 $3,750.00 $3,831.00 $5,000.00

CMV - Weight:  Gross Weight (5,001 - 10,000
Lbs)

80958 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,500.00

CMV - Weight: Tandem Axle (More Than 5,000
Lbs)

80978 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $2,500.00

CMV - Weight: Gross Weight (2,500 - 5,000 Lbs)80979 $81.00 $700.00 $781.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,000.00
CMV - Width Violation80454 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Passenger Vehicle Exceeded Maximum Width20160 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
Length Violation - 45 Feet80447 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Length Violation - 28 1/2 Ft Semi-Trailer80446 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Length Violation80456 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Length Violation - Load Extending80445 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Height Violation80455 $81.00 $130.00 $211.00 $195.00 $276.00 $200.00
Insufficient Clearance - Over Height28301 $131.00 $40.00 $171.00 $60.00 $191.00 $200.00
CMV - Weight-Over Registered Weight80402 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $200.00
CMV - No Copy Of Registration Receipt80411 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Insufficient Height To Block Load80401 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $184.00 $265.00 $200.00
CMV - Weight- Gross Weight (More Than 40,000
Lbs)

80959 $81.00 $7,000.00 $7,081.00 $7,250.00 $7,331.00 $10,000.00

CMV - Concrete Truck: Weight-Single Axle56030 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $250.00
CMV - Concrete Truck: Tandem Axle I-35 Over
34,000 Lbs

56025 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
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CMV - Concrete Truck: 5 Axles On I-35 Over
20,000 Lbs

56040 $81.00 $154.00 $235.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00

CMV - Concrete Truck: Weight-Tandem Axle56020 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $250.00
CMV - ID Marks - Special Mobile Equipment80150 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
CMV - Weight Greater Than Permit80407 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $250.00
CMV - Oversized Vehicle Without Permit80110 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - Weight:  Gross Weight (Less Than 2,500)80957 $81.00 $100.00 $181.00 $150.00 $231.00 $500.00
CMV - Off Permitted Route80113 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $200.00
Manufact Home - Disregard Permit Curfew80515 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $200.00
Manufactured Home - Permit Violation80112 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Manufact Home - Rotating Amber Beacon80510 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Manufact Home - Escort Car Violation80511 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Manufact Home - Escort Car 18 Ft Or More80512 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Manufact Home - Towing Vehicle Beacon80517 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Escort Vehicle - No Flags22408 $134.00 $126.00 $260.00 $189.00 $323.00 $200.00
Manufact Home - Permit Curfew Violation80516 $81.00 $114.00 $195.00 $171.00 $252.00 $200.00
Manufact Home - Turn Signal Violation80514 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Manufact Home - No Ins $300,000 Minimum80513 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
Portable Building - Permit Violation80111 $81.00 $134.00 $215.00 $200.00 $281.00 $200.00
CMV - ID Marks Commercial Vehicle80151 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
No Motor Carrier Registration40065 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $200.00
Cab - No Dot Cab Card (Registration)80316 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - No Air Reservoir System56024 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
CMV - No Reflectors Across Rear80650 $81.00 $52.00 $133.00 $78.00 $159.00 $200.00
CMV - Use of Hand-held Mobile Telephone56021 $131.00 $200.00 $331.00 $300.00 $431.00 $500.00
CMV - Missing Tire80905 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
CMV - Failed to Allow Inspection56026 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Motorcycle - No/Unapproved Helmet20710 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $50.00 $131.00 $50.00
Motorcycle - No/Unapproved Passenger Helmet20720 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $50.00 $131.00 $50.00
Allow Motorcycle Passenger To Ride W/O Helmet20730 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $50.00 $131.00 $50.00
Operation Of All-Terrain Vehicles60632 $81.00 $66.00 $147.00 $99.00 $180.00 $200.00
Blocking A Disabled Access Ramp (Second
Offense)

41512 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $750.00 $769.00 $800.00
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Lending A Disabled Parking Placard (Fourth
Offense)

41524 $19.00 $800.00 $819.00 $1,100.00 $1,119.00 $1,100.00

Illegal Disabled Placard At Meter (Second
Offense)

41542 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $750.00 $769.00 $800.00

Illegal Use Of Disabled Card (Second Offense)41532 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $750.00 $769.00 $800.00
Illegal Use Of Disabled Card41531 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $750.00 $769.00 $750.00
Illegal Use Of Disabled Card (Third Offense)41533 $19.00 $550.00 $569.00 $800.00 $819.00 $800.00
Illegal Use Of Disabled Card (Fourth Offense)41534 $19.00 $800.00 $819.00 $1,100.00 $1,119.00 $1,100.00
Expired Disabled Parking Placard41506 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $500.00 $519.00 $500.00
Parking In Disabled Space (Fifth Offense)41505 $19.00 $1,250.00 $1,269.00 $1,250.00 $1,269.00 $1,250.00
Parking In Disabled Space41501 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $750.00 $769.00 $750.00
Parking In Disabled Space (Second Offense)41502 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $750.00 $769.00 $800.00
Parking In Disabled Space (Third Offense)41503 $19.00 $550.00 $569.00 $800.00 $819.00 $800.00
Parking In Disabled Space (Fourth Offense)41504 $19.00 $800.00 $819.00 $1,100.00 $1,119.00 $1,100.00
Blocking A Disabled Access Ramp (Fourth
Offense)

41514 $19.00 $800.00 $819.00 $1,100.00 $1,119.00 $1,100.00

Blocking A Disabled Access Ramp (Third
Offense)

41513 $19.00 $550.00 $569.00 $800.00 $819.00 $800.00

Blocking A Disabled Access Ramp (Fifth Offense)41515 $19.00 $1,250.00 $1,269.00 $1,250.00 $1,269.00 $1,250.00
Blocking A Disabled Access Ramp41511 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $750.00 $769.00 $750.00
Lending A Disabled Parking Placard (Second
Offense)

41522 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $750.00 $769.00 $800.00

Lending A Disabled Parking Placard (Third
Offense)

41523 $19.00 $550.00 $569.00 $800.00 $819.00 $800.00

Lending A Disabled Parking Placard (Fifth
Offense)

41525 $19.00 $1,250.00 $1,269.00 $1,250.00 $1,269.00 $1,250.00

Illegal Disabled Placard At Meter (Third Offense)41543 $19.00 $550.00 $569.00 $800.00 $819.00 $800.00
Illegal Use Of Disabled Card (Fifth Offense)41535 $19.00 $1,250.00 $1,269.00 $1,250.00 $1,269.00 $1,250.00
Lending A Disabled Parking Placard41521 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $750.00 $769.00 $750.00
Illegal Disabled Placard At Meter41541 $19.00 $500.00 $519.00 $750.00 $769.00 $750.00
Illegal Disabled Placard At Meter (Fourth Offense)41544 $19.00 $800.00 $819.00 $1,100.00 $1,119.00 $1,100.00
Illegal Disabled Placard At Meter (Fifth Offense)41545 $19.00 $1,250.00 $1,269.00 $1,250.00 $1,269.00 $1,250.00
Health - Junked Vehicles65064 $81.00 $195.00 $276.00 $292.50 $373.50 $2,000.00
Improper Load - Loose Material (or similar)33442 $81.00 $200.00 $281.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Loose Materials - Bed Holes80590 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
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Transport Of Loose Materials80591 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Transport Of Loose Materials - Blow/Spill80592 $81.00 $84.00 $165.00 $126.00 $207.00 $200.00
Failed To Secure Load-No Tarp33430 $134.00 $70.00 $204.00 $105.00 $239.00 $200.00
Failure To Secure Tailgate33431 $134.00 $70.00 $204.00 $105.00 $239.00 $200.00
Failure To Remove Load33443 $134.00 $70.00 $204.00 $105.00 $239.00 $200.00
Minimum Road Clearance28305 $134.00 $154.00 $288.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Improper Right Turn - Exit01220 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Failed To Yield - Stop Sign00530_A $134.00 $0.00 $134.00 $0.00 $134.00
Failed To Yield - Stop Sign00530 $134.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00
Parking - Blocking Crosswalk00435 $5.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $35.00
Hazardous Stopping, Standing Or Parking32021 $134.00 $100.00 $234.00 $150.00 $284.00 $200.00
Speeding - 30 Mph Zone00110 $134.00 $69.00 $203.00 $103.50 $237.50 $200.00

11 MPH over the posted limit $111.00$134.00 $74.00 $245.00 $200.00$208.00
12 MPH over the posted limit $118.50$134.00 $79.00 $252.50 $200.00$213.00
13 MPH over the posted limit $126.00$134.00 $84.00 $260.00 $200.00$218.00
14 MPH over the posted limit $133.50$134.00 $89.00 $267.50 $200.00$223.00
15 MPH over the posted limit $141.00$134.00 $94.00 $275.00 $200.00$228.00
16 MPH over the posted limit $148.50$134.00 $99.00 $282.50 $200.00$233.00
17 MPH over the posted limit $156.00$134.00 $104.00 $290.00 $200.00$238.00
18 MPH over the posted limit $163.50$134.00 $109.00 $297.50 $200.00$243.00
19 MPH over the posted limit $171.00$134.00 $114.00 $305.00 $200.00$248.00
>19 MPH over the posted limit $200.00$134.00 $200.00 $334.00 $200.00$334.00

Impeding Traffic00310 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Improper Start From Stop02410 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Illegal Backing Into Intersection31620 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Illegal Backing31610 $134.00 $66.00 $200.00 $99.00 $233.00 $200.00
Illegal Color Light To Rear20150 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Illegal Color Turn Signals20154 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Illegal Lighting Device20151 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
No Taillights20130 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
Manufact Home - Brake Light Violation80801 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Improper Use Of Backup Lamps20205 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
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CMV - No Trailer Breakaway80828 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
Illegally Pulled By A Vehicle42501 $134.00 $69.00 $203.00 $103.50 $237.50 $200.00
Illegal Load Extension-Overwidth28320 $131.00 $40.00 $171.00 $60.00 $191.00 $200.00
Illegal Load Extension-Overheight28310 $131.00 $40.00 $171.00 $60.00 $191.00 $200.00
Illegal Colored Lights20153 $134.00 $36.00 $170.00 $54.00 $188.00 $200.00
CMV - No Safety Guards/Flaps80790 $81.00 $54.00 $135.00 $81.00 $162.00 $200.00
Dealer - Failed To Keep Records65701 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $100.00
Wrecker - Storage Facility- No License50014 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $1,500.00
Wrecker - Illegal Notice Fee50013 $81.00 $300.00 $381.00 $450.00 $531.00 $1,500.00
Used Vehicle - Failed To Keep Record65952 $0.00 $60.00 $60.00 $90.00 $90.00 $100.00
Auto Repair Shop - Failed To Keep Record65703 $81.00 $40.00 $121.00 $60.00 $141.00 $100.00
Wrecker - No State Permit50065 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
Wrecker - Improper Display On Truck50051 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
Wrecker - No State Tow Operators License50042 $81.00 $50.00 $131.00 $75.00 $156.00 $200.00
Wrecker - Illegal Tow From Public Road50004 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $1,500.00
Wrecker- Parking Facility Received Value50018 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,500.00
Wrecker - Prohibited Financial Involvement50022 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,500.00
Wrecker- Prohibited Payment To Parking Facility50019 $81.00 $500.00 $581.00 $750.00 $831.00 $1,500.00
Wrecker - Illegal Tow - Obstruction/No Notice50001 $81.00 $1,000.00 $1,081.00 $1,500.00 $1,581.00 $1,500.00
Massage Parlor - Certificate Not In Sight71080 $81.00 $160.00 $241.00 $240.00 $321.00 $500.00
LP - WSA - 31.021 - Required Numbering71009 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
LP - WSA 31.049 - Fail to Produce Title71012 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
LP - WSA - 31.064 - Navigation Lights71011 $81.00 $150.00 $231.00 $225.00 $306.00 $500.00
Possessing Knife At The Airport61721 $81.00 $250.00 $331.00 $300.00 $381.00 $500.00
Misuse Of Farm Plates40000 $81.00 $44.00 $125.00 $66.00 $147.00 $200.00
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